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A number of earthquakes have been recorded in strata above

underground potash mines in Saskatchewan, Canada. Ihese seismic
events are w'idely understood to be generated in the carbonate Dawson

Bay Format'ion and, possibly, other superincumbent beds, and are
beljeved to be directly reìated to minìng operations. ïhe mechanical
response of these hìgher strata to mining is not observable and jnsitu
'instrumentation for measuring post-mining stresses and strains in
the carbonate beds is sparse. Numericar moders are ber ieved to be

the most effective option for investioating the response of these
higher strata to potash min.ing. In this regard, two realjstic fìnite
element models based on e'lasto-plastic and elasto-visco_pìast.ic
material behavìour have been developed. The two model s are
specifically designed to include those capabil ities required to model

the complex fabric of stratified and joínted rock associated wjth
potash mining' Possible modes of fajlure are investigated with the
aìd of these numer.ical models. Brittle failure of intact carbonate
I imestone i s affi rmed as the possi b'l e mode of fai I ure produci ng

seismicity. Sìip along existing discontinuities in over.lying strata
is also demonstrated to be another possible mechanÍsm, though rvith
lower energy levels.

ABSTRACT

(ii )
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1. I PROLOGUE

Rock has been used as a structural material by man for
a larger peniod than any other s'ing'le material. Structures in rock

have been desi gned and constructed from the earl iest day of
civil'ization. In the past they have been desìgned rather intu.it.ively

based on past experience. The experience progressively accumulated

during this long-standing use. Man's involvement with rock in the

most int'imate terms extends backwards farinto preh'istory. Arrowheads,

common tool s, vessel s, houses, caves, tunne'l s al I were bui I t of or
'in rock. Constructjons and sculptures such as the Abu S'imbel Temple

in Egypt and the pyramids are a few examples of working with rocks.

In the eighteenth and n'ineteenth centuries, great tunnels were driven

for mine vent'ilation and drainage, water supp'ly, canals and rajl
transport.

0n'ly in the last five decades, with the advent of larger

structures si tuated i n I ess-favoured ci rcumstances has seri ous

attention been paid to the possibility of a more rational quantìtative

ana'lysis of structures in rocks and rock masses.

Current'ly, rock mechanics principles and methods of analysis

find application in a variety of professìonal fields, namely, mining

engi neeri ng , c j vi I engì neeri ng , geo'logi ca'l engi neer.ing , petro'leum

engi neeri ng, geo'logy and geophys'ics . Research acti vi t j es exphas.ize

the important role of rock mechanjcs in m'ineral resources recovery,

in construction, and in earthquake-hazard m.itigat.ion. Thus, rock

CHAPTER 1

IIITRODUCTIOII
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mechan'ics f inds appl ications in the des.ign and construction of many

structures , such as hi ghway tunnel s , underground mi ne open i ngs ,
underground power stations, underground storage and nucl ear waste
dìsposa'1, underground or earth-sheltered homes, offices and warehouses,
in earthquake prediction, wâtêr conveyance, tunners, sanitat.ion
tunnel s , underocean tunnel i ng for oi I and underground chambers for
defence projects.

The advent of high-speed digìtaì computers has made numerical
models extremeìy attractive for the solution of problems of practical
Ímportance. The finite element method has been firmly establ ished
as the most powerfu'l and efficient tool for solution of linear and

non-linear boundary varue probrems. A variety of prob'rems with compìex

geometric and materiar behaviours can be sorved rearisticaìry in
a unified manner. Equilibr.ium, compatib.iìity and boundary conditions
are looked after in a standard way. The const.itutive raws for any

material can be formurated with rerative ease and incorporated in
finite element cooes.

I.2 DIFFICULTIES ASSOCIATED }IITH I,IODELLING OF ROCKS

Rocks are complex materials and are genera'lìy heterogeneous

and anisotropic. Their behaviour can range from that of a britile
material to that of ductile material, depending upon the state of
stress and temperature. In general r fock masses contain
discontinuities such as jo'ints, the spacing of which may vary wideìy.
These discontinuities play a major role in the col lapse and

deformational behaviour of rock structures. In addition, the response

of many rocks i s time-dependent. The numericar anaìyst thus faces
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the problem of modelìing the non-linear and time-dependence of compìex

rock masses. Evìdentìy this is a d'ifficult task and a number of
simplifying assumptions have to be made to develop a numerical model

of rock mass behavjour. However, numer.ical models cannot be readily
subst'ituted for by physical models, since physical models are expensive

and time consumìng. In addition, probìems of correct.ly scal ing
material propert'ies and applied loads and boundary cond.ition

simulation, make physica'l modelling of rock behaviour djffjcult and

often unrel iable.

I. 3 IIATURE OF PROBLEI,I

The worl d ' s 'l argest underground potash mi nes are I ocated

in Saskatchewan, Canada and have been excavated under a large acquifer.
The layer of competent carbonate ljmestone which forms the mjne,s

roof (F'ig. 1. 1) acts as an 'insul ator agai nst 'inf I ow of pressurì zed

water above. However, minor earthquakes and flooding, occurring

recently at these mines, indicate that this limestone roof (The Dawson

Bay Formation) may be 'in trouble.

A number of earthquakes have been recorded in several of
the mines. seven earthquakes with RÍchter magn.itudes rangìng from

2.3 to 3.5 have occurred at the cory mine near the cìty of
Saskatoon [11]. The mine development openings and rooms are situated
in evaporite beds at a depth of 1 km. However, these sejsmjc

disturbances are located in strata above the mining horizon,

particuìarìy the carbonate Dawson Bay Formation and are wjdely regarded

as being caused by mining-induced changes in the local stress-strain
regime. The m'ine openings are situated in potash ore (Fig. 1.1)



and are subiect to large creep closure over time. The time-dependent

response of the over]y'ing strata to mining of potash i s unknown due

t0 the fact that insjtu instrumentatíon for measuring post-min.ing

stresses and strains jn the Dawson Bay js sparse. Numerical models

are believed to be the most effective opt'ion for investigating the

response of these overlying strata to mining actìvity and for
ìncreasing understanding of the time-dependent development of stresses

and failure zone lead'ing to the existing prob'lems of induced seismìc.itv

and mi ne f I ood'ings.

As noted earl jer, during the past two decades the finjte
element method has been proven as a versat'ile tool for providing

solutions to many engineering problems. It 'is specially suitable

for model1ìng the non-linear, time-dependent behavjour and the compìex

fabric of stratified rock masses. The finite element method was

thus chosen as the numerical method for this study.

1.4 SCOPE OF FIilITE ELE}IETIT I.NDELS

comDrl se:

The material model s and codes developed in thi s studv

a) Linear elastic

b) Elasto/Plastic - "N0NROC"

c) Visco-elastic
.,GEOV 

I S "
d ) El asto/vi sco-p1 asti c

The I inear elastic model provides a crude estimate of

stresses and strains in rock since most rock masses are not linear

elastic. However, it may be used as a f.irst estimate for design

of rock structures. The axial stress - axial strain diaqram for
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the linear elastic model is shown in Fig. I.Za.

"N0NROC" is a finite element model based on elasto-plastic

material behaviour. It predicts the short-term (t'ime-jndependent)

stresses and straìns and yielded zone within the rock mass. The

jdealized axial stress - axial stra'in diagram for the elasto-plastic
model is shown in Fig. I.2b. The actual rock behaviour for the Dawson

Bay limestone and RocanvÍlle potash are shown.in Figs.1.3a and 1.3b

respectìve'ly. Specia'l capabi I jties such as strain-hardening/strain-

softening, combined shear-limited tension failure criteria and

excavat'ion simulation are added to the general elasto-plastic model.

Narrow continuum elements with special properties are also implemented

for the pur ìose of discrete modelìing of discontinuities.

It is well known that in many prob'lems of rock mechanics,

the tìme-dependent behaviour of rock i s of great importance. As

noted' the eìasto-plastic "NONROC" does not simulate time-dependent

behaviour and is useful on'ly for time-independent problems. "GESVIS',

is the second and more capable finite element model developed by

the author and is for simulation of tìme-dependent behaviour of
stratified rock masses. It'is based on visco-elastic and visco-p'lastic

material behaviour. The ideal ized stress-strain rate d.iagram for
the model is shown in Fig. L.zc. var.ious element types ranging from

sìmple linear elastic to speciaì property elements and more compìex

creep and visco-pìastic types of elements are implemented to enable

simulation of the layered deposits jn which the Saskatchewan potash

occurs. Figure 1.4 is a stratigraphic column of the near-mine strata;

both brj ttl e and more ducti I e strata are represented. The

visco-plastic/creep element includes time effects but excludes any



permanent strains in the materjal.

the behavjour of rock sart. The visco-prastic erements, which model

t'ime-dependent pìasticity, are more sujtable for prob.lems associated
with britile rocks, in that time-dependent plast.ic flow takes p.lace

wnen a chosen fai I ure cri teri on represent.ing materi al yi el d.ing i s
exceeded. The stress state 'i s conti nuousr y brought back to the y.ie.rd

surface in the time domain to model the time-dependent expansjon

of the yìelded zone. These elements are used to represent the Dawson

Bay l'imestone strata and degenerate to an eìasto-plastic solutjon
if convergence is achieved.

It is most suited to representing

1.5 SUIfiAR'' 0F ASSUT'|PTIOI{S HADE It{
II. Rock masses are, in general, highly heterogeneous and the

deformat'ional and strength parameters vary from one I ocation
to the other. The regional geomechanica'l properties and varjations
of the overlying Dawson Bay Formation are not accurately known,

owing to I imited and cost]y access to the formation by core

d.i l l ing. A homogeneous media 'i s therefore assumed in the

numerj cal anaìyses r ârìd the Dawson Bay rock mass strength i s

reduced substantia'l1y in a number of analyses to determine the

influence of possible weaker zones or more heavily jointed regions.
Pillars pìay a major role in the overall stability of underground

excavations in potash and the development of plastic or yìelded

zones i n the overlyi ng strata. However the i n-panel pì 1 I ars

are known to yield progressively from the sides to the centre

with time, so that their load carrying capacÍty steadily decreases.

Therefore, the i n-pane'l pÍ 1 
'lars were el imi nated to simul ate the

THE IIUIIERICAL I{)DELLIHG
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'long-term behaviour and stresses .induced in the Dawson Bay

Formation as described in Section 7.6. Th.is type of simuration

is an approximation as the stress carrying capac.ity of p.illars
likely reach a residual but finite value even in the long term.

ïhe modulus of elasticity, E, for rocks js generally different
in tens jon and compress'ion (i .e. Er/Et I r). The most common

method of pred'ict'ing the tensi l e behavi our of rocks i n f i ni te
element analysis is by use of the no-tension model (or l.imited

tension model ). in thi s method the tensi le pri ncì pal stresses

are monitored throughout the structure and as soon as the value

at any poì nt exceeds the speci fi ed 'l imi ti ng tensi I e strength
of roc', the material is assumed to yield/fracture in a plane

normal to the prìncipaì djrection or, in other words, its stiffness
wi I I be reduced at the yì e1 ded/fracture poi nt. However, the

value of the elastic modulus in tension is assumed to be equa.l

to that of compress'ion in the numerical model up to the

yielding/fracture point. After yie]ding/fracturìng in tension

the tensile stress must then be reduced to the tensile strength

value by evaìuating its nodal force equivalent and regard.ing

these as residual forces to be appl ied and redi stri buted i n an

iterative process.

The intact rock strength is assumed to weaken instantaneousìy

after the peak strength i s exceeded pri or to reachi ng peak

strength, the material yields when the stress state exceeds the

yjeìd strength. However, the release of strain energy and

reduction jn compressive strength occurs only after exceeding

the peak strength. After exceeding the peak strength, it .is

¿+.
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substantial 1 y weaker dependi ng on the val ues of the post-peak

p'lastic straining and strajn softening parameters. The affected
strata w'ill be fractured, notably for britile types of rock (Dawson

Bay Formation) hav'ing a hìgh strain soften.ing parameter. If
they and nei ghbouri ng strata are water-bear-i ng, j ncreased fl ow

of water may deveì op through the fractured regì on , provì dì ng

a sufficiently'large area has exceeded.its peak strength.

1.6 UIYOUT OF THESIS

Chapter two describes the general geoìogicaì conditions

and properties of intact rocks and rock masses 'in the strata under

investigati rn. It also draws attent'ion to difficulties associated

w'ith the task of evaluating material property parameters for this
part'icular project.

Chapter three di scusses the general I i near el astj c fi ni te

element method based on displacement formulation and parabol ic
isoparametrìc quadlilateral elements. This chapter is also a base

for both non-l 'i near and tìme-dependent model s dj scussed j n I ater
c hapters .

Chapter four discusses the finite element formulation of
plastic materials with speciaì reference to rocks. various yield

theories are outl ined. strain-softening model'ling using in.itial
stress method is discussed. Post-failure mode'lling of intact rock

us'ing a triaxjal strength criterion and the specia'l property elements

modelling rock discont'inuities are also dìscussed in detail. Final'ly

excavation simulation is ouilined.

Chapter fi ve gi ves a general descri pt'ion of the
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elasto-plastic model, NONROC, its input and output paramerers, as

well as bas'ic sorution strategy for solving non-rinear probìems.

Descriptions of the special capabilities necessary for investÍgating
the prob'lem of jnduced seismicity in jo'inted strata above mines close
th'is chapter.

Chapter si x presents an analysi s of roof defl ecti ons and

sag in bedded strata using the non-ljnear model NONROc. Semi-empìrjcal
equations developed for evaluating maximum deflection of verticalìy
iojnted roofs are verified using the nonlinear model. The formation
of a parabo'lic compressive zone (Voussoìr arch) 'is also invest.igated
numerically and its effects on the overal'l stabi'lity of strata above

mine openin3s are ouiljned.

Chapter seven probes into the problem of induced seismicity
over underground potash mjnes in Saskatchewan using the elasto-plastic
model NONROC. The short- and ìong-term response of strara are
investigated and discussed in this chapter and conclusions regarding
the causes of induced seismicity ouilined.

chapter eight discusses the time-dependent model, GEOVIS,

for investigating long-term response of jointed and stratifjed britile
strata above underground potash mi nes. strati fi ed model 1 i ng usi ng

el asti c-vi sco-pl asti c and creep el ements and thei r formul atj on are

discussed in detail. The advantages of visco-p'lastic based models

over elasto-plastic ones are also treated.

Chapter nine gives a general descripton of the time-dependent

model, GEOVIS,'its input and output parameters, as well as its specìaì

capabilities needed for long-term analysis of jointed and stratifjed
roof over underground potash mines.
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chapter ten investigates the probrem of .induced se.ismìcity
0ver underground potash mines using the speciaì.ly designed

time-dependent moder GE0vIS. possibre cases for the best, worsr
and probable conditions for various values of insitu stress ratÍo
and strength of Dawson Bay I imestone are jnvestjgated. conclusions
regardi ng the nature of i nduced se'i sm'icì ty and associ ated f ai j ure
mechanisms are attempted.

Appendix I gives the shape functions for quadratic
quadrilateral isoparametric elements of the serendipity famiìy.

Appendix II describes the user manual for the elasto-plastic
model N0NROC.

Aopendix III jllustrates the

time-dependent model GEOVIS

user manual for the
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2.1 GEOLOGICAL CONDITIOI{S

0nly a brief sketch of the geologìca1 condjtions of immedjate

and sal i ent concern to the numeri cal model 'l i ng exerci se wj I I be

presented here. The reader interested in further deta'ils is referred

ro 1151.

In the subsurface, the Dawson Bay Formation extends from

eastern Al berta, across southern Saskatchewan and outcrops a1 ong

Lake winn'ipegosis in western Manitoba (Fjg. z.r). The Dawson Bay

Formation ranges Ín thickness from 56 meters in the east to 31 meters

in the west and lies at a depth of about 900 meters in the north

and about 1 ,000 meters i n the south t9] . Thi s formati on overl j es

the potash bearing Prairie Evaporite salt beds.

The Dawson Bay Formation comprises four units

1. Second Red Bed

2. Burr I'lember

3. Neel y l'lember

4. Hubbard Evaporite lrlember

Second Red Bed Member is the lowest member in the Dawson

Bay Formation 1yjng 10 meters above the mining horizon (Fig. z.z).

It compri ses a non-cal careous dol omi ti c mudstone restì ng upon the

salts of the Prairie Evaporite formation. The thickness of the unit

ranges between 3 to 6 meters.

The Burr Member is defined by an unconformity upon which

it rests, separating it from the Second Red Bed !4ember, and the upper

CHIIPTER 2
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disconformity with the Neely I'lember. It has a thjckness of about

20 meters. The lower 3 meters of thjs member are composed of a very

fi ne graì ned dol omi te wi th exfol i ati on of the core due to stress

relief, noted jn some of the cores followed by about five meters

of dolomjtic, microcrystalline bioturbated ljmestone. The upper

part of the member i s cal cì ti c I imestone and j s characterj zed by

hardgrounds.

The Neely l4ember i s al so composed ma'inly of I jmestone and

maintains a thickness between 15 and 18 meters. The bottom of the

member is unfossìl'iferous and rests upon the last hardground of the

Burr l'lember. Thi n bands of bi tumen are I ocated near the top . About

4 meters of anhydrìte which caps the I jmestone signal s the top of

the Neely l'lember

The top member of the Dawson Bay Format'ion is the Hubbard

Evaporìte Member. Thi s transl ucent white and transparent bed ì s

of variable thickness up to 14 meters.

The finite element model'l ing was based on an ideal ized

geol ogi ca1 confi gurati on representat'i ve of the major feature found

i n and above potash mi nes i n Saskatchewan . A serì es of open'i ngs

in potash ore ìs overlain by a weak ìayer (tne Second Red Bed) and

a strong 'layer (tne Dawson Bay Limestone), (Fig. 1.1). Strata above

the Dawson Bay Limestone were not modelled as the geophysica'l evidence

í s that most sei smi c events have thei r eoi centres i n thi s

formatjon Ii1]. A single bedding plane was inserted in the strong

limestone layer in order to assess the effect of such features which

have been observed in core and which are often recemented. Two bedding

surfaces wìth very small cohes'ion were also simulated at the interfaces

t6



of the Red Bed-L'imestone and Red Bed-Salt to investigate the

possì b'i I i ty of mi nì ng-i nduced sì i p al ong these di sconti nu'i ti es. Pl ane

stra'in condi ti ons tvere assumed and a symmetry p'lane taken through

the centre of the mjddle opening so that only half the continuum

needed to be anaìyzed ( Fig. 1.1). The size of the domain under

jnvestigation was large enough so that the effect of the excavation

of the openings was negììgìb1e near the boundarjes.

2.2 INTACT ROCK

Rock masses cons'i st of i ntact rock and d'i sconti nui ti es

such as jojnts and bedding surfaces. Fjg. 2.3 illustrates a typ'ica'l

uniaxial stress-strain curve for intact rock. The curve is divided

'into four regions. (a) 0g js a very nearly ljnear region of elast'ic

behaviour, (b) ByBp, a concave downwards region reaching a maxl'mum

yieìd strength at Bp, represents p'lastìc stra'in hardenjng, (c) tOt,

represents pìastic softenìng behaviour, finally (d) ' BrBf represents

steady state residual strength (crashed core sample) of the jntact

rock. A rock in genera'l thus may exhibjt a complex combinatjon of

elastic, stra'in hardening/strain softenìng plastic behaviour. Ideally

the numerical model should be capable of model1ìng a'lI of these phases.

It is admitted that Fig. 2.3 is a very sìmp'l'ified picture of

time-'independent behav'iour even forintact rock. However, a simpl'ified

approach has to be adopted to make the problem tractable. In any

case, studies by Kroll [15] have shown a wide range of mechanical

properti es of the Dawson Bay Formati on , so that exact mode'l 
'l i ng of

a gìven cross-section through the mine is not practically attainable,

j.e., homogeneity of propertìes for each stratum is assumed.

T7



2.3 CHARACTERISTIC OF DISCOI{TINUITIES

Bas'ical'ly there are two types of discontínuities, (a) those

wjth infilling material (recemented beddr'ng planes, faults (gouge) )

or (b) without inf i'l1ing materjal (clean jo'ints). The shear

characteristics of the former types of djscontinu'it'ies are mainly

dependent upon both the cohesi on and ang'le of f ri ct'ion of the .inf .i ì I ì ng

gouge material tzt1. The shear characterist.ic of the latter types

are prímari ly dependent upon degree of surface roughness, that i s

the ang'le of f ri ct'ion .

In general , the foì 'lowi ng characteri sti cs of di scont j nu.i ti es

both types may be taken as necessary assumpt'ions for inclusion

a finite element model.

(a) A rock djscontinuity is'incapable of withstanding any tensile

stresses normal to its plane.

(b) when the discontinuity is in compression normal to .its

pìane, the shear resìstance - shear displacement relationship

is typically as shown in Fig. 2.4 [30]. l.J'ith increasing

shear di spl acement, u , a 'l im.iti ng or peak val ue of t i s

reached and shear resistance drops to t*, a resjdual value.

of

in

I3

2.4 I,IATERIAL PROPERTIES

Numeri cal model s such as those deve'l oped for thi s study

require input parameters includìng various rock properties and the

insitu state of stress prior to miníng. These input parameters can

be very cost'ly and often impractical to obtaìn or define because

of wide variations caused by the inherent heterogeneities in rock,

(hence a 'large number of samp'les needed to provi de a representat'ive
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mean value), lack of access to the rock mass, and biases in the data

(e.g. a weak core may not survjve testing procedures). These probìems

were particularly acute'in this study because there are no excavatjons
'in the Dawson Bay Formatjon. Furthermore, concern about m.ine flooding
inhibits and frequentìy prevents even dri'lling jnto the Formatjon

from the mi ne worki ngs . For these reasons the i nsi tu stresses ,

deformation and strength parameters chosen as input for the f.inite
el ement model are a composì te of I aboratory data where avaj I abl e

and assumed val ues based on the best of experìence and judgement.

Table 2.1 gives the various geomechanjcal parameters for the djfferent
strata simulated in the numerical model.

2.5

The post-excavation state of stress in an underground

structure is the result of the initial state of stress and srresses
jnduced by mining. Since mìning induced stresses are direc¡y related
t0 the init'ial stresses, it is clear that determination of the
pre-mining state of stress is an essent'ial component of any numerical

analysi s.

Theoretical approaches to the determjnation of the state
of in-situ stress are based on simp'le statics requiring that the

vertical normal stress at a sub-surface point be given by:

oz=Yz

III-SITU STATE OF STRESS IN UI{DERGROUND STRUCTURES

where v is the rock unit weight and z is the depth below

surf ace . o z i s usual 'ly a pri ncì pa1 stress .

Another cormon but unjustified assumption'in the estimation

of in-situ state of stress is a condition of plane strain (comp'lete

ground



lateral restra'int) durinq gravitational loading of a formatjon during

sed'imentation and loading by superìncumbent layers. Assuming I inear

ejastic behaviour of the rock mass, the horjzontal pr.inc.ipal stress

component in the plane js then qiven bv

where v is Poisson's ratio for the rock mass. In reality, the state

of stress in a rock mass js spatially variable due to the presence

of structural features such as faults or local variations in rock

materi al properti es , and al so dependent upon the tectonì c hi story
of the region. For example, .in Canada's pre-Cambrian Shjeld, the

horizonta'l princìpaì stresses to a depth of several hundred metres

are 2-3 times larger than the vertical principal stress.

In order to obtain rel'iable estìmates of the state of in-situ
stress in underground structures ìt'is essentjal to conduct fjeld
measurements. Several techniques, alì relatively cosily, are described

in rock mechanics texts (i.e. Brown and Brady).

2.6 POTASH I'IIIIITIG III SASKATCHE}TAN

o*=(fr) o
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Mining in the potash mines in Saskatchewan started with

conventional room and piì'lar techniques, jn whjch the pìllars had

either square or rectangu'lar configurations, following the practice

used in potash operations in New l,{exico, U.S.A. and West Germany.

However' every mine, w'ith the exception of PCA, gradual'ly modif .ied

or adapted the conventional room and pillar method, as the old system

was not app'l i cabl e j n i ts standard form to Saskatchewan mi ni ng

conditions. Some of the reasons for the modifications were the
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presence of clay seams in the potash and salt back and the grearer

depths' whìch resulted in unstable openings due to colìapses and

rapìd convergence of the roof and floor.

The fo'llowing mìning systems have been developed to improve

strata control:

1. Stress rel ief techn.ique

2. Time-control techn.ique

3. Paral I el room techni que

In the stress relìef minìng technique wider rooms are cut to generate

a larger stress envelope around the room, consequent.ly creat.ing a

greater stress relief zone in the roof and the floor. This situation
pertains, provided there are no planes of weakness above or below

the room and the ground 'is fairìy competent.

Recent advances made in the stress relief technigues, include

bi -l evel mi ni ng , wi de rooms wi th yi el d pi I I ars and vari ous

combinations.

Bi-level mining for recovery of two seams .i s in an

experimenta'l stage in some of the saskatchewan potash mines. This

method takes advantage of the 'large stress enveìope developed from

cutting a wide span in the first seam. The stress-envelope should

be fu'l'ly deve'loped in the first level prior to excavation in the

lower (or upper) level. To take full advantage of this pattern the

openings in each level must be direcily under/above one another.

Practi ces i nvo'l vi ng yi e'r d'ing pi r r ar pri nci pl es have al so

been devel oped to improve strata control . These smal I pi I 1 ars ì n

the mined panel are designed to yield over time, with crushing and

yì e1 d'i ng of these pi 1 I ars , overburden I oad i s transferred to the
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adjacent sti ffer, oF abutment p'i 1 1 ars . Thj s concept i s known as

the time-control technique. The time-contror technìque, as tne name

signifies, requires sequential excavat'ion of paraì'leì open.ings. In

one applicatjon of this method two entrjes are excavated far enough

from one another to generate their own stress envelope and yet provide

a stra'in hardened pi'l1ar in between. After a certain period of time

a third entry js excavated through the strain hardened ground. gnce

the jnner rooms have been excavated the yìeld pillars fajl, formìng

a larger stress envelope and hence creatjng more stable centre entries.

This technique is ut'ilized jn sequential cutting of three, four and

fjve entry systems. Genera'lìy, for thjs technique to be successful,

the outsjde entries are excavated first, yield pi1ìars are left in

between and final 1y the middle entry, or entries, are cut. The

transfer of stress from the yìeìd pillar to the abutment causes the

outside entries, which are no'longer in use, to collapse.

The advantages of the time-control technique and the bi-level

mining method over the original square room and pì11ar are as follows;

more stable back, access to entries can be relied upon for a ìong

time for installation of conveyor belts, shops and alternatjve means

of egress, less floor heave,'less clean up of loose slabs, unrestricted

ventjlation passages, increased extraction of resource in the case

of bi-level m'ining, and increased mine I ife.

The parallel-room technìque requires excavation of several

rooms separated by yje'ld pì 1 1 ars. The basi s of thi s method i s the

generati on of a secondary or ì arger stress envel ope to provì de

protectì on for the I atest room bei ng excavated at the cost of

deterioration of the previous rooms. The I imitinq factor to this



method is unfavourable ground in the roof.

The m'in'ing methods now emproyed in the potash mines of
saskatchewan are a resurt of patíent triar-and-error techniques,
combined with the app'lication of rock mechan.ics principles and

instrumentation. This is a continuing process as new methods are
sought to increase overar r extraction ratios and to dear wi th new

problems, e.g. the development of serious'inflow of brine in several
mines s'ince 1985. Ar r the toor s avai rabre to the strata control
engineer,'includ'ing the fìnite erement method which is the subject
of thi s thesi s, wi r r need to be used to further .improve the
competitiveness of this vast canadian resource.

23
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3.1 LINEAR EI.ASTIC I{ODEL

The theoret'ical development of the finite element method

and its application have received cons'iderable attention and research

work recently. its historical development 'is described .in numerous

references [ ¡q , 2, 7] . Duri ng the earr y stages of dever opment

triangular and quadrilateral elements were common'ly used. A genera.l

approach was deve'loped to form the stjffness matrix of a four nooe

quadrilateral element based on the isoparametric concept tgsl. The

linear elastic model described in this chapter is also a base for
any non-linear or time-dependent fjnite element model. The ljnear
elastic solutjon may be used as a first approximation for problems

of design in rock.

CHAPTER 3

FIIIITE ELEI'IEIIT ]-IETHOD

29

3.2 ISOPARAIIETRIC ELE}IEHT FORI,IUUITIOII

The formulation of a finite element depends on the unique

description of unknown functions within the erement in terms of
parameters associated with the values of the functions at the nodes.

These parameters are based on what are cal led ,,shape functjons,,.
In this study on'ly quadratic quadrilateral 'isoparametric elements

of the serendipity family I io] are used (Fig. 3.1). The shape

functions for these elements are given in Appendix I. These elements

are extreme'ly versatile, good performers and are wel I tested and

tried. Experience suggests that for a continuum in general, greater

accuracy is achieved by the use of these elements in place of a laroer
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number of simple elements. In non-linear problems the benefjts can

be even greater than for ljnear analysìs.

In the fin'ite element disp'lacement method the displacements

are assumed to have unknown values at the nodal points only, so that
the variation within any element is described in terms of the nodal
values by means of interpolation functions. Thus the displacement
field for a two dimensional element of genera'l shape.is given by:

I
U = N1 U1 * N2 UZ* ... Ng Ue = 

T=, 
*, Ui

v = N1 v1 * N2 Yz* ... Ng ve = 
I=, 

*, Vi

Ni is a funct.ion

Appendix I.

Equati ons

AS:

of the curvilinear coordinates E

(3.1) and (l.e¡ can be expressed

where [N] =

rU"
Lvl = [N] [e.J = [oJ

and

tNl and [ô.] are the vectors of shape

di spl acements respectively.

Since the elements used are

functions can be used to interpoìate the

Nr0 N^0rr' ¿

'0 Nt0 Nz

[o.J- = [Ul vtuzuz... U8 vB]

(3.1)

and n given jn

NB

0

(s.z)

0

^, -l
'tB

in vector form

functions and

(3.3)

i soparametri c ,

geomet ry:

elemental nodal

the same shaoe
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y=Nlyl+NZIZ

3. 3 STRAIT{ HATRIX

Usi ng the

.x, ry and yxy can be

. - au
"X AX

NB*g=

+ ... Ng Jg __

I
I N;Xì
j=1 ' I

8
r N. v.1 w1
.:-1 | |t-r

stra j n-di spì acement

deri ved from:

^ t,

'v-ãî

Y='xy
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AU ðV
ay'a*

(3.aa)

ïhus the

relationsh'ip, tne

(3. 4b )

f-au

lr
lÐ
t,,
Lav

strai n

l
I.#l

[r] =

or expressed in vector form:

vector [e] can be defined as:

strains

where

t ran s format i on

functions with

for a quadrat'ic

[e] = [B] [6.]

the matri x IB] i s known as the strai n-di spl acement

matri x and conta'i ns fi rst deri vati ves of the shape

respect to the global axes x and y. The tBl matrix

element js obtained by substituting Equat.ions (3.1)

(3.5)

l'? Â\

(3.7)



and ( 3.2) into Equation (3.6) and

[n] =Lsl

aN.ro
âX

^ÀlO ll10;+
oJ

aNl aNt

Ay ax

However, the shape functions for isoparametrìc elements are defined
wj th respect to the curvi I .i near coordi nates E and n and therefore
they cannot be differentiated direcily with respect to the gìobar

x, y axes. In order to overcome this difficulty, it is necessary
to obtain a relationship between the derivatives of the two sets
of coordinates. Thi s 'i s obtained through the normar chain rur e of
partial differentÍation :

âNz

*0
,", 'Nzu -lî-

dJ

,N2 ,N2

Ay ãx

tJ.

¡ filo¡t^#o
n '*t

dv

âNg âN8

ây Ax
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AN-âNâX âN_+_aE ax aE ay

aN_aNax aN_+_ân âX ôn Ay

which, in matrix form, gives:

f ? eì

dv

-?J
ãn

Iul|"I
| ,¡¡ | 

-

LñJ
The matrix [J]

the Jacobi an

d'i f ferenti ati ng

ax _ry1
^È 

i¡ |oc o¿ |

I

axavl;-- |6¡ dnJ

re'l at i ng the

matri x and

Equation 3.4:

[,*
lax
I

laN
lav
L

ri va

sc

= [J:l

de

it

aN

AX

AN

ay

(3.ea)

tives of the two

oeffi ci ents can

systems is called

be obtained by

(3.eb)



A I N. X.11---- *
oa,

â I N. X.l't

An

l^lith IJ] determined, it .is a strai
AN âN AN

; *l th respect to fr, fr through

a x N. v.'l "l-_--*-
oa,

â X N. v.I -'t
An

^Âlo|l.
1
I

AX

I t\l
o tr .

1
I

ay

The inverse of

standard matrix

i=1rB

ghtforward matter to exoress

the inverse of [J]:

= [J]-i

i=1r8
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the Jacob'ian matri x can

inversion techniques:

rÀl
o tt .

1

i-oç

nÀl
o tì .

1;-
dn

trl- 1

hence the tBl

and (3.ii).

(3. gc 
)

f- a¿ an

_ lâxâx-l
I dL dn
l1¿

LaY aY

matri x may

âN-:_.
dx'

3.4 THE I,IATRIX OF ELASTIC COTISTAHTS . D

I
Il=
I

_l

i=1r8

The evaluation of the st'iffness of any element requires

the constitutive relations. For the purpose of this study, the

relationship between stress and strain is required and can be defined

as:

be readi ly

d.t tJf

[s -ry]
I 

nn ãE 
II -âXâXI

L *"J
uated usingnow be eval

(3.i0)

obtained using

Equations. (3.10)

(3.i1)



o
X

6-v

T xy

It can also be expressed in matrix form as:

Io] = tDl [']

Dtt Dtz Di¡

Dzt Dzz Dzs

D¡t D¡z D¡¡

where [o] is the stress vector and [D] ís the constitutive matrix.

For plane stress s'i tuations and the assumptìon of I jnear

elastic and 'isotropic material, this leads to a constitutive matrix

with only two constants, Young's modulus and Poisson's ratjo.

F-X

_ 'xy

-n

[D] =

FT
F F rrLÊv^

--- 
u

, l, ¿I.V I-V

F rr l-È^
-=i 

u. ¿. ¿I-v 1- v

For plane strain s'i

(3.12)

tr
00L

tuati ons:

I ? 1?ì

tDl =

E(l-v) fV 6
1T+"I(ET ITÑ)@I u

Ev E(1-v) 
^IT+'I(TãI 1E)13ãI u

2(1+v)

Further detai I s can be found 'in references I B, tg ,32,7f .

(3.1aa)

2(1+v)

(s.t+u¡



3.5 FINITE ELEI,IENT DISPI.ACEi,IENT FORruLATION FOR A CONTINUU}I

In any cont'inuum, the actual number of degrees of freedom

is infinjte and, unless a closed form solution is available, an exact

anaìysis for stress, strain or disp'lacement at any point is impossjble.

An approximate solution js achieved'in finite element analysis by

assumìng that the behav'iour of the contjnuum can be represented by

a finite number of elements ínterconnected at nodal points. This

process is known as discretization.

The governing equi'librium equations can be obtained by

minìmizing the total potentìal energy of the system. The total

potentia'l energy, 1T, can be expressed as

(3. 15 )

where [o] and [.] are the stress and strain vectors respectively,

[0] js the disp'lacement at any point, Ip] the body forces per unit

volume, and [T] the appl'ied surface tractions.

The total potentiaì energy of the continuum i s the sum

of the energy contributions of the individual elements:

. =1
2

35

/ [o]T [.] ¿u - ¡ [o]T [p] au - ¡ [o]T [T] ds
VVS

ne

r-çtt-Lll

i =1

where re represents the total potentia'l enerqy of element e and ne

is the total number of elements. Thus, substituting (3.13) and (s.z¡

into (3.15) the fol lorving expression can be obtained:

(3.16)
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-1.r^rTr^rTr-rFnar^aTTn"==z ¡ [ôe]'tBl'[D] tBl [0.1 uv - r [o^]' [N_], [p] dv.
v- e ç v 'e 'e

- r [ô^]T [ru'lT trl cs (3.17)
!a ''e' L"J L'r --e

where v. is the element volume and s. is the loaded element surface.

By min'imizing the potential energy expressìon of Equation

( 3. 17 ) tne el ement equi 1 i bri um becomes :

where IK.] is the element stiffness matrix, and IQ"] is the element

load vector. These can be expressed as:

IK.] [ô.] = [Qe]

and

[K.] telT tol [s] dve
t,
'g

tQel - r t¡rlT tpl dv" + .r^ ¡N1T ¡r1 os. (3.20)ua'sa

Once the matr.ices tBl and tDl are establ i shed , as descr.ibed

in sections 3.2 and 3.3, Equation. (3.19) can be evaluated by numer.ical

integration techniques, ê.g. , Gaussian quadrature. Equation (3. i9)
needs now to be expressed jn terms of variables E, n. In two

dimensions the volume element becomes

(3.18)

In each element the integration limits are ! 1 for each

variable and the sum of the inteqrands evaluated at Gauss ooints

du. = dx dy = det [J] dq dn

(3.1e)

( 3. 2i )



and sui tabl y wei ghted al lows al I

Uti 'l i zì ng the Gauss'ian quadrature

tquation. (3.19) takes the followìng

¡ ¡qrT rnr Fo.r r.. - 
+1

'v- url LUI Ltsl dve = ,f
1- -r

where E and n are the curvjIinear

integratìon technìques and detai I s

and [ ¡Z].

For brevity, the detailed

vector wi I I not be i ncl uded herei n

[ 7_l anc ttO.l.

37

the el ements to be i ntegrated.

numerical integration technique,

form:

+1

r
-i

tslT tol IB] det IJ] dE dn

(3.22)

coordi nates as before. Numeri cal

can be found in references [ 7 ]

derivation of the element load

and can be found i n references
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4.1 PLASTICITY . GENERAL

In this chapter rve consider the elasto-plastic stress
analys'i s of sol i ds whi ch conform to pl ane stress or pl ane strai n

conditjons. The basic laws governìng e'lasto-pìastjc material behavjour

in two dimensional sol ids must be presented before the numer.ical

aspects of the probrem can be considered. In general, prast.ic

behav'iour.i s characteri zed by an i rreversi bl e strai ni ng whi ch j s

not time-dependent and which can onìy be sustained once a certajn
I evel of stress has been reached. In thj s chapter, the basi c

assumptì ons and associ ated theoreti cal expressi ons for a generaì

continuum are outlined and later extended to rock mechanics.

In chapter 3, the 'rinearly elast.ic model was discussed.

The simpìicity of these models has led to their appl.ication in many

practi cal probì ems. They have , however r somê shortcomi ngs . They

d0 not predìct the pìastic or permanent deformatjons wh.ich would

arise 'if the structure is loaded beyond its elastic limit. It is
especia'lìy important when prediction of mechanism(s) of failure.is
the objective, as is the nature of this study.

4.1.1 Plasticity of Rocks

CHAPTER 4

ELAST0-PI-ASTI C I,|0DEL

39

Constitutive equations for rock deformed beyond the elastic
range represent an area of great ìmportance to rock mechanics. Thjs
js because deformation of rock in the elastic range, which is usua'lly

quìte small, especial'ly for ductjle rock, does not represent a



real'istic mining-geological prob'lem. In qeneraì, it
irreversible, inelastic range of deformation

Classjcal p'lasticìty theory has

years to concrete and soi I med.ia for the

structural and geotechni caì engÍ neer.i ng.

done in rock mechanics and a great deal

conducted in this area.

4.t.2

The object of the mathematical theory of plasticity is
to provi de a theoretj cal descri ptì on of the rel ati onshi p between

stress and strain for a material whjch exhibits an elasto-plastic
response' In order to formulate a theory whjch models elasto-plastic
material behaviour three requirements have to be met.

a) A relationship between stress and strain must be formulated

to describe material behaviour under elastic cond.ition,
(before the onset of plastic deformation).

b) A yield criterion indicat'ing the stress level at which plastic
deformation commences must be defined.

c) A re'lationship between stress and strain must be deveìoped

for post-yie'l d behaviour. In thi s case the deformation

ís made up of both elastic and p]astic components.

The stress-strain relationship in the elastic range is
that described in chapter 3 and wiil not be repeated in this chapter.

that is of main concern.

been extended in recent

sol uti on of prob'l ems j n

However, little has been

of research needs to be

40

is the



4.2 YIELD CRITERIA

A yi er d or fai r ure cri terion i s an expression of the
mechanical condition and it determines the stress rever at which
material fails (yierds) and plastic deformation commences and can

be wrjtten in general form:

or

r (g) = K (k,s)

F(,g,K) =o

where F is some scalar function of stress and K is a material parameter
to be determined experimentally; and may be itself a function of
hardening/softening parameters, k and s, representing the expansion,
contraction or transration of the yield surface respectivery.

if it 'is

can be

functi on

enc I osed

tquat'ion (4.1) represents a surface in stress space. Thus

expressed in terms of principal stresses, the yieìd function
plotted as shown in Fig. 4.la. such a plot of the yierd

i n any stress space i s car r ed a yi er d surface. The sDace

by it 'is the elastÍc domain.

The fol I owi ng yjel d cri teri a are .impl emented i n both model s

41

to s'imulate the behaviour of intact rock.

4.2.1

(4. ta )

Trescq Yield Criterion

of

by:

the

This criterion is best suited for metals as it is independent

hydrostatic state of stress and for or ) oz ) o3 is g.iven

(+. tu¡

o1-o3=Y(k) (4.2)



Y is

bea

a materjal parameter to be determined

function of hardening parameter k.

4.2.2 Von l,li ses

This yie'ld criterion is also best suited to metals and

is gìven by

Qà)' = K (k)

where J, is the second invariant of deviatorjc

42

experimenta'l'ly and may

J:
¿

1

-I- -;í
¿

lo'*2 * o'r' * o'r2l * rî, * r1,,

o.i, o,', and ol are components
^J¿

K is a materjal parameter to

and again may be a function o

4.2.3

This yield criterion is best

and i s gi ven by

l.l= c - on tan o

l{ohr-Coulo¡ù Fai I ure Criterion

stresses given by

1T
yz

or expressed in terms of principal stress components for
)o3

of

be

fa

the stress

determi ned

hardeni ng

(+.s¡

devi ator,

t ând on are the shear and normal stresses respectiveìy.

are the cohesion and friction angle for the material.

(or-or) = 2C Cos6 - (o1*o3) s'in6

experimenta'11y,

parameter.

su'ited for rocks and soi I s

(4.4)

o1 ) oz

(4.5)

Candó



4.2.4 t4odified Hohr Criterion

The above fai I ure

behavjour of rocks It+] an¿

oy is the uniaxiar yierd strength and may itserf be a funct.ion of
hardening/softening parameters n \ot tan'{4+i) is the frictional
force component in the triaxiar case. 03 may be denoted as the triaxiar
strength of intact rock. Thus this criterion is most usefur when
the triaxiar behaviour of materiar .is of importance. The modified
Mohr criterion is used as the governing failure criterjon for intact
rock throughout this studv.

4.2-5

o3 = o1 tanz (f * $) * o, (k,s)

criterion is

[to ], and for o,

often used to govern the

) o, ) o, 'is given by:

(4.6)

little or

c ri teri on

to govern

43

some materials, espec.ially brit'e rocks or sojls, have

n0 resistance in tension. The r imited tens.ion fairure
is implemented in the prastìc moder deveroped here (N0NROc),

the behaviour of intact rock jn tension and for o! ) oz
) o, mal be expressed as

or-To=0

To is the tensile strength for the material

4.3 NIJI-IERICAL I¡IPLEÞIEIITATIOI{ OF YIELD CRITERIA

An alternative formuration is used in the computer program
which gives a common reference frame for ail the yieìd criteria
described using the foLrow'ng equations rerat.ing principaì stresses

(q.t )
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4.4 POST.YIELD STRESS-STRAIT{ I-A},

4.4.1 Flow Rule

Sin-i

VJ

/̂1f
Sjn (e + 5¡

Sjn (e)

3,Æ J?

ztty una

In the unjaxial case, it js clear that the strain takes
p'lace 'in the same direction as the stress. However, the situation
is not so simple in the murti-axiar case as the stress and stra.ins
have in generar six components and the direction of pìastic straining
has to be specified at every stress state by what is cailed a frow
rul e ' von l'1i ses tzgl f i rst suggested the basi c consti tuti ve rel at.ion
defining the pìastic strain increments jn reration to the yield surface
and at the present time the fo] 1 owi ng hypothesi s appears to be
generaì 1y accepted. If dç,0 denotes the increment of prastic strain
t hen

Sin to*Sl

is called

{!4

* J1

the I odge angl e.

I
(4.8)

where dr is a proportionality constant and is posit.ive.

o,t,o=o^+å

tquation (4.9) may be represented graphicarly as shown

in Fig. 4.1b where the vector normar to the yierd surface has

components which are the pìast'ic strain components. Because the

(+.9)
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flow vector is normal to the yìe'ld surface, the normaì ity cond'itjon

i s saì d to apply. In thi s case, because the di rection of pl astjc

stra i ns i s associ ated wì th the current yì el d surface, the fl ow ru ì e

represented by Equation (q.g) is called an associated flow rule.
A flow rule in which the direction of p'lastic deformatioi¡ is not
associated with the y'ieìd surface is cared a non-associated frow
ru1e, e.g.

where a(g) I r(g). Here Q(g) represents a 'plastic
and the normaì i ty i s non-associ ated wj th the

associated with the plastic potential surface, Q.

o&o=o^#

4-4.2 Elasto-Plastic constituti@x Formulation

A single

increments of strain

Duri ng an

strain are assumed

thus

rel ationshi p between i ncrements of stress and

may now be established.

'i nfi ni tesimal i ncrement of stress , changes of
to be divisible into elastic and plastic parts,

(4.10)

potentiaì' function

y'iel d surf ace but

but, the stresses are rel ated to

through the elastic matrix [, i.e.:

d,ç,=dç,e*O&O

d&. = R d,g

However, the plastic strain increments are related to

from Equation (+.to) assuming the general non-associated

(q. tt)

the elastic components of strajn

(4.12)

the fl ow rate

flow rul e



dq' = dÀ

Hence, from (4.i1)

_¿q
l¡"{,

When p1 asti c yì e'l dì ng occurs, the stresses are

given by Equation (a.ta). Different.iat.ing (4.ib)

F(o,K)=0

dÊ, = ,?-t og * d^ #-õ

the increment of total strain dç ìs given by

or

^rdF = "'
""1

0",*ü dor+ *[ dk

where

,#,t dg - Ãor = o

Equat'ions (4.13) and (4.15) may

46

(4.13)

on the yield surface

- xtr 
1A=-# dk.--i-dK dÀ

rl
Multiplying both sides of tquation (4.13) UV (SlT\--r-¿.â9,

t

(4.lb)

(4.14)

n- 1 aQy=-.u òfl

r{rT -Ã' ôg'

be written in a sinqle

rea rran ge

ISITB o6 = ,ff.,t os - (ä)t p o^ #

(4.1s)

r-1tl
lor ltl
Lo^ l

(+.to)

matrix form

P

(4.17 )

(4.18)
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,#,t os = rfrrt p o, - ,#,t,? ff o^ (+.rg)

Substi tutî ng Equati on ( 4. tg ) i n ( q. t S) :

or

,ä,t ,p d,r - ,*t,t ,? ff o^ - Ã dr = o (4.20)

¡âFlT,-,,, . râF1T ^ a0, ; a,r{, Ho,ç,-L(k) HãË+AldÀ=0 (4.2r)

From Equation (4.2I), hence

¿r=(3fìTnr.rrÂfrtp*+Ã1-1 (4.22)àq' { -[ L 'â{, O a{

Substituting Equation (a.ZZ) in (a.19):

,#,t oq = rfrrt I o, - ,fr,t n;$ rfrlt ,? or,

or

r rè[rT n !Q* o- l-i (4.23)' 'â{' o aE'

Hence ,

d{=r,?-p(#) ,ä,tpr(fr)t*#*Ãl-1 I dç (q.zq)

,?ep I - B r#) ,ä,'g rt$rT ,?;$. nr-l (4.2s)

The elasto-p'lastic matrix Pep takes the place of the elasticjty matrix

P in the post-y'ield region, relat.ing increments of stress and total
strain.
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This matrìx js symmetrica'l only

assocjated. Recall.ing that the stjffness
elastic material is g.iven (Chapter 3) by

d{ = P.p dÆ

the tangential stiffness of a

at any stage of p'lasti c f I ow

given by

K=/ åtRÐou

(4.26)

when the plasticity js

matrix of a strucrrtre of

fft='u

4.5 PRIITCIPLE 0F VIRTUAL lf0BK FoR ELAST0-P!-ASTIC HETH0D 0F S0LUTrOrl

(4.27 )

structure of an e'lasto-pìastic material

is derived in the next section and is

Considering a continuum where the jnternal stresses are

o,.,, and the body 'i s subjected to body forces þ and tracti on forces

[' Assuming the body to undergo an arbìtrary virtual displacement

ad* which resul ts in compatible strains aç* and internal d.isp'lacements

â{*, then from the principle of virtual work:

Et P.o P ou

4B

Then the

to the fo'l l ow'ing

elemental level:

TTT(,R*{-a{*þ)av-âg*d=0

normal finite element discretisÍng

expressions for dì spl acements and

(4.28)

âJJ* = ,N a4*

(4.2e)

procedure I eads

strains at the

(4.30)
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ano

T TT
3,U* = lC" N'

or

â&,* = ,[ a,$*

substìtut'ing (4.31) and (4.33) ìn (a.29):

TTT
a&* = â4* E'

or

TTT.T
tu (a,{* ,Ð' ,g - ad* {' B) ou - ad* d = 0 (+.¡q)

Si nce (4.35) frol ds for any arb.itrary val ue of &d*, hence

tuÐtgdv-d-/u{T¡ov=o

TrTTT
t u ðg* (E' ,g - N' Þ) dv - ad* d = 0 (4.3s)

49

(4. 31)

For the sol ution of non-l ínear problems (4.36) vrì I I not

general]y be sati sf ied and there wj I I be a residual force g wh.ich

is a measure of departure from equiljbrium.

(4.32)

l¿. ??ì

For an elasto-p'lastic solution the material stiffness is continually
varyi ng and i nstantaneously the i ncremental stress/straj n rel ation

is given by tquat'ion 4.26.

p. = ru.0T { du - (d * ,u ilt,[ du) r o

(4.36)

\+.J/ /



For the purpose of evaì uating

stjffness matri*, [r, the jncremental form

hence withìn an increment of loao

Substituting for lg from ( 4.26)

a{ = /u,qT og dv - (^d * ru {t nþ dv)

^)U 
= | Et 8.p d&, - (^d

Substjtuting for dç in (4.39)

50

the j ncremental tangentì aì

of (4.37 ) must be employed,

or

^p V

T
P' P.^ F ^c 

- (¡f
" 'cP u u u

where [t = | Et P.p E dv is termed the tangentjal stiffness matrjx

and is continually varying.

The residual forces l4 can be vi sual.i sed as additional

nodal forces required to bring the assumed displacement pattern into
nodal equiì'ibrium. The residual force ng will now be applied as

the load and would result in further strain as well as changes .in

the stress state at each Gauss point. The procedure will contjnue

for that 'increment until of is under some ìmposed tolerance level.
The tangential stiffness matrix [, must be updated for each iteration
within each increment of loading'in this method of solut.ion.

+I
v

^t=ffr^d-(^[

{T aþ av)

+Í
V

(4.38)

4T aþ dv)

+r
V

4T r¡ ov)

(4.3e)

(+. qo )

(4. 41 )
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4.6 UNIAXIAL STRAIN HARDENING

Uniaxial testing of an elasto_pìastic material produces

the typìcal stress-strain curve shown 'in Fig. 4.2. The behaviour
is initially erastic characterized by an erastic modulus E untÍr
yield'ing commences at the uniaxiar yie'rd stress o,,. Thereafter the

Jmaterial behaviour is e'rasto-plastic with tangent modulus, tT. The
hardening raw may be expressed jn terms of effect.ive stress, õ, so that
the strain hardening hypothesjs becomes:

;=H(;p) (4.42)

where ão is the effective plastic strain. D.ifferentìating (a.a4z

H' js termed the hardening function.

If the p'lastic strain increment in the djrection of 'loading

is O.O, then (der)O = OrO and assumíng plastìc stra.ining to be

incompressible, poìsson,s ration is 0.5 and

do = H, (; )¿; P'-"p

Then

(de2)p = (d.g)p = -åo.o

d; = 2 -' '2 '2 ,2 t, ,Z- -\--p t ã L1o.r)i + (de ù; * (de3); - (dep)'rl ru = d,o

(4.45)

Equation (4.45) expìains the apparent arbitrary constants emp'loyed

in the definition of incremental effective p'lastjc strajn, dã0.

In the uniaxial case, since oZ = o3 = 0, thus:

(4.43)

ñ=ñ

(4.44)

(4. 46 )



llEllLE ¡ from (4.45) and (a.46):

but

Hence

l-tl l-^ \,, \"n/
r

=d; =do
A. A^-"n -è^

YP

OrO=de-dea

=do
Å^

v

or

ur t-^ \ - do - 1" ,"p/ 
* -fr;
d;-ì;

,E-rJr t: \ - r - |

', \"n/ ----F-r 1 1 'Tq-Ë 1-Ë

Thus the hardening function H' in the uniaxial case can be determ.ined

experimentally from a s.imp]e uniaxial test on a sample of material .

4.7 DETERI{II{ATIOII OF Ã

The value of Ã has to be determined to evaluate the

e'lasto-plastic matrjx, pep given by Equation (4.25).

After initjal yieìding, the stress level at which further
plastìc deformation occurs may be dependent on the current degree

of plastic straining. Thus the yield surface will vary at each stage

of plastìc deformation, with the subsequent yìeìd surface beinq

dependent on the plastic strajns'in some manner.

The progressive development of a yieìd surface (expansion

or contract'ion without translation) can be defined by reìating the

yì e1 d stress ou to pl asti c deformation by means of the hardeni ng

I ll /r"\

(4.48)

(4.4e)

(4.50)



Darameter k.

The degree

function of the total

Then

dk = l.l' = / ojj (derr) p

(d.i i)p are the plast'ic components of strain occurrìng durìngrJ

i ncrement. Hence

of work hardeni ng can

pl asti c work , |,lO on'ly.

dk=

but O&O

Substi tute 'in

dk =

o1 (de1) P + úz (de2)P + ... on (den)p = {T d&p

= ¿^ S (flow rule)
o4

(a.52):

¿r oTStuòfl

be postuì ated to be a

Substi tute ( 4. 53) i n ( a. 16) :

ll

0r

^FA--#:dr
dK

ñ - aF
^ - - ak

Thus for

potent'ial , Q, the Ã

and substituted in

sol uti on.

( 4.5i)

strai n

".T 
4¡ú âg

1.?T

Ta0{ag

(4.52)

every gì ven fai I ure cri teri on , F, and p1 ast'i c

parameter can be eval uated from tquation ( 4.55)

(4.25) to determine [.0 in the tangentia'l stiffness

(4.53)

(4.54)

(4.5s)



4.8 DETERIIIHATION OF Ã FOR I{ODIFIED ÈIOHR CRITERIOI{

,?sr' contajns the scalar term, Ã, whose value has to be determined.
(4.55) is a generaì equation evaìuating Ã for different yieìd and

pìastic potentia'l functions. Assum'ing an assoc'iated flow rule using
modjfied Mohr as the governing failure criterjon the scalar rerm
Ã may now be evaluated.

The modified Mohr criterion (as wer r as Tresca and von

Mises) may be expressed as

F(q,k)-f(g)-o,(r¡=o 
14.56)

ot=#d,g**FdK=o--T âF'X n r=È cg+5idK

denote 
^oT = + = f+ ... =g[-ltu ag .ðo* nT*u

'in which only the uniaxial term, oy, is a function of hardening
parameter. From Equat.ion (4.16), Ã can be expressed as:

The expressi on for the er asto-pr asti c materi a r matri x,

-^

or

Ã = -.iåf oo

Ã = - ** tr (,s) - o, (k)t ¿r<

From the work hardening Equatìons ( 4.SZ) and (4.53)

1

dk = ,g' dÊp =.gT d^ n

Ã =#A+Pro*

(4.57)

(4.58)

(4.5e)

(4.60)



Substitute for dçO us'ing the flow rule

dk=dlgTR,=d^47

It was establ ished previousìy that in the uniaxial

incompressib'ility:

õ=o

o-

uT = ro* vector

col umn vector

and

Equati on ( 4. 9 )

and

dã- = de^
lrv

-À-dõ = 
" y = H,

drp OJO

Usi ng Eul er's

ofdl

a{g=r (g)

(4.56)

f (,9) = oy

|\+.ol.i

but from

case, assumi ng

theorem:

T
I

Hence

(4.62)

Substitute (4.62), (4.65),

(fr) s=", RT

(4.63)

(+. o+ ¡

g=oy

(4. 66 )

( 4.65)

and (4.67 ) in (a.60):

(4.66)

(+.at 
7



Comparing (4.61) and (4.68), thus:

'¡ / J | \ | | .-0K=(_l ø0e-=a ode'à.f' tu n t {,'lY

d; =dÀn
Y

Substitute (4.69) jnto (4.16)

; I d[ov( k)]
'--dk' -dq^

TJ

or

4.9 STRAIII SOFTENII{G IIODELLITIG

A = H'

dIo,,(k)]
dk = J

oão

Strain softening behaviour exh'ibited by strong brittle rock

such as the Dawson Bay I jmestone i s evidenced by a sharp drop .in

rock strength soon after the stress state passes the yield strength.

The numer j cal model I i ng of post-f ai ì ure behav'iour of bri ttl e I 'imestone

is thus essential in the determination of the plast'ic zones and their

expansìon w'ith subsequent stress-redistribution. The initial stress

method suggested by Nayak and Zienkiewjcz [17] i s adopted here for

sol utj on. In thi s method a posi ti ve-defi ni te sti ffness matri x i s

retai ned ( the i ni ti al el asti c sti ffness matrì x) and the strai n

soften'ing behaviour can be model led by a'ltering the unbalanced load

vector.

56

(4.68)

= H'

(+.og)

( 4.70 )

If [o and {, are the

matrices respectjvely, then

( 4.71)

elast'ic and tanqential stiffness



,[o=f EtlËou
?
I

[t = | E' ,?.0 E uu

If the equìvalent nodal forces for the assembled structure are fl
(gravity and traction forces), by the princìp'le of virtual work

/ dçT,gdv-d{Tß -o (4.72)
Vfu

where d ç and d { are change in the strains and nodal dispìacement

within each increment of loading respectively. But:

Subst'itute ( 4.73)'in (a.72):

d&, = ,[ dd,

.f d^ôT ,0T ,g du - duT ß = o (4.74)vtu

Since dô I 0:

57

For non-linear analysis Equation (4.59) does not hold, thus

T/., [' { dv - g = 4 (o)
V-

f FT sdv-R=0U 'U

where 4 is the matrix of residual forces.

Sub. for g in (a.76):

Ttu E' I E ê du - ß = ]U = / [o {, - ß

oF, i n the 'incremental form:

tu[o^{-^ß=^t

( 4.73)

(4.75)

(4.7 6)

(4.77 )

(4.78)
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Note that Equations (a.72) to (4.79) are the same as those

described 'in Section 4.5, except that 'in th'is method the vary.ing

tangential matri*,[r js substituted for by constant e]astic matrix [0.

As before, the resi dual forces 
^ t can be vj sual i zed as

addi t j onal nodal forces requ'i red to bring the assumed d'i sp'l acement

pattern i nto nodal equ'il j bri um.

4.9.1 Þþthod of Solution (Initial Stress ltþthod)

Using the usual notations of d,, Æ,, { for

strains and stress matrices respectively and I as

forces, then, as the first approximation, applying

of load'ing Aßt, the jncremental val ues of the

be determined:

^{,1 
= ,$ã1 oßr

a&,1 = ,E 
^,{r

and

t hus

^,91 
=,3ôtr

nodal di sp'lacement,

the vector of nodal

the first increment

above matrices may

where

^ = ^ 
* Âa{1 {o -{,1

o
tuo

{r

[o

is the

is the

is the

matri x of in'i ti al stresses and

stress matrix after the first iteration.

initial elastic matrix as before.

(4.7 e)

(4.80)

(q.at)

(4.82)



f,y

The el asti c sti f fness matrl'x w'il l remai n constant but the l oad vecror

wi I I vary.

Substjtut'ing Equation (4.81) .into (q.lA), thus

_T
{,1 = /u 'P' Àgt dv - ¡ßr

'is the f i rst vector of residual

the next iteration, thus

1

n{,2 = [o^ {r

LR"z = ,0 
^{,2

Lg,z = ,? o&z

tr
in

Hence,

forces and acts

82 is the stress matrix at the end

.procedure wi 1 1 conti nue unt.i 'l g.,

level of accuracy (Section 4.1i).

osi = ,{ãt {.i-,

o&i =,t^,{i

{r={i-i*^{i

d = ^ + 
^^4"2 {,i ^X,2

(4.83)

as the load vector

(4.87 )

second 'i terati on . The above

under some imposed tol erance

(4.84)

(4.8s)

(4.86)

of

is

,ti and $., are the stress and nodal

ith iteration. The next Íncrement of

and the procedure will continue until

'\ = Â + 
^Â{,i öj-l '{i

(4.88)

(4.8e)

(4.e0)

(4.e1)

matri ces after the

may now be appì ied

'is applied.

dì spl acement

loading, afir,

the total load



4.10 SIHULATI0N 0F UilDERGR0UND EXCAVATION

Simulat'ion of underground excavations'is achieved by making

the excavati on boundarj es stress free. Due to excavatj on ( remova l

of a portion of evaporite), the exìsting state of stress .in the rock

mass is altered, leading to deformations and convergence of openings.

Tìme-dependent deformati on woul d conti nue due to the .l 
ong-rerm

convergence of over'lyi ng strata i nto the underground openì ngs. By

knowing both the short-term and long-term excavatjon-jnduced stress
changes, the associated failure mechanism(s) responsible for the

i nduced se j smi c'i ty may be determi ned.

The excavation simulation commences with the excavation

of the injtial state of stress prior to the beg'inning of excavation.

The magnìtude of the vertical and horizontal stresses can be found

as fol I ows :

60

h
o.. = I oc¡ dhV-

¡ =l( ft"h ''o "v

where ou ìs the vertical stress

oh'rs the horizontal stress

is the unit mass

g rs

h is

Ko is

Each excavation ís considered as

stress free surface j s created by applyi ng

the gravitational constant

the depth from ground surface

the rat'io of insi tu horizontal

(4.e2)

(4.e3)

to vertical stresses.

an i ncrement where the

equi val ent nodal forces



on the excavated

these equi vaì ent

computed.

surface due to the

nodal forces a'long

l^/ngf e

n-1

ñ-
,r

f,=

-o

^TR {6ov

The nodal force vector, $ i s then app.l ied in opposite
di rections to create stress free surfaces aìong the excavation
boundaries I s ], 1261. The erements covering the openings are made

air elements by reducÍng the Young's modulus of those elements to
10 "th of the original value. Hence, their contribution to the global
stiffness matrix js reduced to a negligible value.

Calculating the equivalent nodal force for each element
representìng the excavation and adding these forces while app.lied
in opposite direction to the globar app'ried forces reads to a gìobar
residual load vector represent'ing the degree to which the assembled

structure is out of balance. The usual iterat.ive solution for
non-l'inear analysis may now be fol lowed. The resulting displacements,

straÍns and stresses can thus be calculated and added to the previous

val ues.

61

i ncrement of excavation. Fi rst

the excavation boundaries are

nodal force vector

di spl acement-straj n transformatjon matri x

equivalent stress vector.

(4.e4)

4. I1 CONVERGENCE CRITERION

For a sol utÍon of an

convergence has to be made at

computati on wj th.in each .increment

el asto-pì asti c probl em a check on

each lteration to note the end of

of loadjng so that the next increment
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may be appried (or signalring the end of computation if the rast
jncrement is appìjed).

The convergence criterion incorporated in the elasto-plastic
model is given by:

[¡r
L T=,

where N is the total

denotes the i terat'ion

occurs if the norm of

tolerance level (T01.)

Jtlz

t,¡fl | 
'

v, 
J x 100 TOL

4.I2 PI-ASTIC SOLUTIOI\I

number of nodal points in the contjnuum. r
number. The criterion states that convergence

the residual forces becomes less than an .imposed

times the norm of the total applied forces.

Duri ng the appl i cati on of an i ncrement of I oad fai I ure

may occur at one or more Gaussian itegratìon poìnts withjn an element.

That means that the state of stress at a typìca'l Gauss point may

be such that the 'imposed failure criterion is exceeded. All stress

and strain quantities are monitored at each of those poìnts and thus

it may be determined whether or not piastic deformation has occurred

at such points. It is thus necessary to determine p'lastic points

and then adjust the stress term back to the yield surface so that

(4.e5)

the failure criterion is satisfied.

The procedures adopted in

r iterations are as follows:

Step 1: The appl ied loads for the

forces ¡,,r-1 (Equation 4.76)

the elasto-pìastic solution after

rth iterations are the residual

whi ch resul ts i n di spl acement



increments açlr and

Step 2: Assuming elastic

ì ncremental stress

step 3: The total stress for each Gauss poìnt may now be accumulated

by adding the converged stresses for the previous .iteration

to the computed incrementar stress change for the present

iteratjon computed jn Steo Z.

d{:=,?^&,'

63

correspondi ng strai n i ncrements ô&,r.

behaviour within each iteration the

change may be computed.

(4.e6)

Step 4: This step depends on whether or not yìe'ldìng has taken pìace

at the Gauss point during the (r-1)th iteration. Therefore

a check has to be made at each element Gauss point to

investigate whether the yìeìd criterion has been exceeded.

Thus, if;r-t, ou(k,s), then the point has become plastìc

where õr-r is the effective stress, oy is the effective
or equivalent yie'ld stress, which itself may be a function

of hardening/softening parameters k and s. o, ìs the uniaxial
yieìd stress for the modÍfied Mohr failure criterion used

in this thesis as the governing y'ieìd criterion for jntact

rock.

step 5: If the Gauss po'int has yielded the excess stress must be

reduced to the yie'ld surface by evaluating the nodal forces

which are statically equivaìent to the stress field satisfying

the elasto-plastic condition. Comparison of these equivalent

nodal forces with the applied loads gives the residual forces

r(i=õõer"
r-1 * d{l (4.s7 )
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as described 'in Section 4.5.

Step 6: The i teratj ons wi I I conti nue unti I convergence i s achi eved

within the increment of loading - the next increment of
loading may now be applied.

4.13 DISCRETE I'ft)DELLIIIG OF DI!q8ilTI!U-ITIET US_tXq SPECIAL PROPERTY

The discontinu'ities are modelled by conventional e.ight_
noded, isoparametric, narrow continuum elements wìth spec.ial properties

tzsl and Isi]. The slide line element is given a physical thickness
which is very small relative to solid ones. Modeì1ing the weakness

p'lanes up to very high aspect ratio with negligible errors and without
creating numerìcaì ill-conditioning is poss.ib.le lZZl.

There are a number of assumptions made for these elements:

(1) The material is elastic within the yie]d surface.

(2) The material is incapabìe of wjthstanding any tensile stress

normal to .its p1ane.

(3) A Mohr-coulomb yie'ld surface is used to define the shear

behaviour of each discontinuity.

Two yield functions are used to define the yield surface [21].
a) Normal to the djscont'inuity:

Fl=on-To=O 14.9g)

b) Parallel to the discontinuitv:

ELE}IEHTS

tZ= l.l +ontan6-C=0 (4.99)

on and r are the stresses normal and para'l1e'l to each discontinuity
respectively. c and o are the cohesìon and ang'le of friction for
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the weakness plane. To js the tensile strength normal to the p-lane

of weakness and is usua'l1y zero (no-tension failure criterion). The

failure envelope ìs shown in Fìg. (q.¡).

4.13.1 Evaluation of on and r

Stresses normal and

requi red for the eval uatìon

behav j our of weakness p'lanes.

may be obtained as follows:

where

tinJ = [Tj] l-ol

paraìleì to each discontinuity are

of the yi e1 d functi ons governi ng the

r ârìd on for the ith di scontinuity

[,,naT. - |

' 
[-,,n

q,

ó.,1

i s the usual stress matri x at a typ.icaì

is the angle the ith ¿iscontinuity makes

4. 14 POST-FAILURE I{ODELLIIIC

Cos ô., , sin

, cosz p-

4. 14. I Sol id El ernents

Plastic and vìsco-plastic elements assume that the materjal

behaviour is governed by a yieìd criterion. Elastic strains can

be produced instantaneously, however, if the yield crjterion is
exceeded' p'last'ic deformation whose rate depends on the excess Þv

ô.'l

, -2sinO., Crrói 
I

, cos'rr-rrn2oi 
J

(4.100b)

Gauss po'int.

wi th the x-axi s.

Cos O.'

( a. i00a )
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which some functjon of stresses exceeds a threshold or y.ieìd value,

will be produced. Any mining-induced stress in excess of strenqth

i s d'istri buted to the nei ghbouri ng area .in what may be termed
p' :ress'ive fai r ure 'in that fai r ure lrogresses f rom one poi nt to
another in the cont'inuum. In order to investigate the fai rure
mechanism(s) responsibìe for seismic disturbance ìt is thus important
to model the post-yie1d stress-strajn path defjned by strain hardening
and stra'in soften'ing shown in Fig. 2.3. The modified Mohr crjterion
is used to govern the behaviour of intact rock t16] in this thesis.
The criterion ìs g.iven by (for o L ) oZ > o3).

t, is the unconfined yierd strength and the term which exhibits
hardening and softening after yÍelding js shown.in Fig. 2.3. ó is
the angle of internal friction, o1 and o, are the prìncipal stresses.
o3 is the stress required to cause yield.ing under a conf.ining stress
of o, and may be denoted as A, the triaxial strength. Thus:

o3 = o1 tanz (|*$) * a

The uni axi al

hardening parameter

BO is reached.

A = o, tanz

A

of

(11

'4
*$) * a

where H' is the harden.ing parameter and ão

strajn, whjch .is a measure of the total
ïhe peak tri axi al strength i s thus g.iven by:

a
p

yieì d strength, By,

after yielding until a

=B
v

+ H' ão

(4.10i)

(4.102)

becomes a function of

peak uniaxial strength

(+. tos¡

i s the effecti ve pì astic

plastic strains achieved.



The unconfined term, BD, will later undergo gradua'l

(or rapid strain softening for britile r ímestone)

uniaxjal strength of B^ js reacheo.

=orran'tî*$lra

where s' is the softening parameter. ãoo .i s the effecti ve post_peak

plastic strajn which is a measure of the total plastic strajn induced

sjnce the peak strength was exceeded. There i s al so a reduction

in the frictional component of triaxial strength to ortan2 tä -?l
once the peak strength oo is exceeded. Here o,^ is the residuaì angle

of jnternal friction. Thus the residual steady triaxjal strenqth

after strain soften'ing is g.iven by:

Br=B - s'
pp

6l

( 4. 104)

strai n softenì ng

unti I a steady

4. 14.2 lgft-Failure l,lodelling of Discontinuities

^ó=ortan¿q-+)*Bs

According to typica'l shear test results on rock

discontjnuities, it is observed that the shear.ing resistance on the

discontinuity reaches a maximum at some value of displacement, f.inally
approaching assymptoticaì1y a steady value called res'idual strength

[¡O]. As shown in Fig. 2.4, for the numerical modelljng, thjs
behavi our can be descri bed by an approximate i deal'izati on .i I I ustrated

by broken lines which are para'11e1 to the axes for the convenjence

of analysis. Two fa'ilure envelopes define the peak and residual

shear strengths as shown in Fig. 4.4. ó, and C_ are the residual

(4.105)

(4.106)
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values for the angle of frjct.ion and cohesjon respectively.

The strength loss al ong the d'iscontjnuities between yìeld

and ult'imate is thus assumed to be instantaneous.
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5.1 INTRODUCTIOH

Program N0NR0C

ana'lys'is of pl ane- joi nted

that dÍ sp'lacements are

program is designed for

response.

CHAPTER 5

PROGRAI,I NOIIROC

In thi s chapter a generar descri ption of the program .i 
s

presented and the basic solution techniques are discussed.

is a finite element code for short_term

rock masses. In th.is program j t i s assumed

smal I and strai ns are i nfi ni tesimal . The

probìems with non-l inear plastic material

5.2 GEI{ERAL DESCRIPTION

Program NONROC j s based upon the fi ni te el ement model

formulated jn Chapters three and four. The soljd element formulated

in chapter three ìs quadratic and represents the intact rock.
Eìght-noded isoparametric elements described in Section 3.2 model

the existing discontinuit'ies in a discrete manner.

The constitutive relation proposed in chapter four is for
linear elastic-non-linear plastic behavjour of rock masses jmplemented

in program NONROC.

The program can handre four types of road. Each type is
stored in a separate load vector. These load vectors can be combined

us'ing load factors specified by the user for each load step to form

the load jncrement vector. Dead loads can be a combination of gravìty
loads, surface tractions and concentrated nodal loads. Normal and

tangential surface pressures are handled by two separate load vectors.

1')



Besjdes those types of loads, program NONROC can sjmulate excavatjon

creati ng stress free surfaces a1 ong the boundari es of underqround

open'ings as descrjbed in Section 4.10.

The input to the program is composed of control parameters,

material properties, nodal geometry, boundary conditjons and excavation
'informatjon, concentrated nodal loads, norma.l and tangential surface
pressures and values for the coefficients of lateral earth pressure
jn both x and z directions. The specification of each load combjnatjon

is done separately for each load step.

The output comprises nodal displacements, support reactions,
Gauss j an i ntegrat'ion poi nt stresses , as wel I as y.iel ded poi nts .

The program uses numerical integration for the evaluation

of di fferent el ement sti ffness as wel I as the I oads wherever

appì icable. Two-by-two and three-by-three Gaussian integration rules

have been provìded for two-djmensional elements.

The program can use the initial stress sol ution oF,

alternatively, the tangential stiffness method. Both these methods

wi I I be desc ri bed i n Secti on 5. 3.

i4

5.3 BASrC SOLUTr0I{ TEcHr{TQUES

5.3.1 The Nurnrical Solution Strateqy

The use of finÍte element

non-linear problems results in a

the form:

of

of

tKl Io] = [r]

in which [0] is the vector of basic unknowns

discretization in a large class

system of sjmultaneous equatjons

(5.1)

(¿isplacements jf formulatjon
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is based on displacement method), tF] is the vector of appìied loads,

and IK] 'i s the assembl ed sti f fness matri x.

If the coeffic'ients of the matri x IK] depend upon the
unknowns [0] or thei r deri vatj ves, the prob.l em c1 early becomes

non-linear. In th'is case direct solution of Equation system (5.1)
'is generaìly impossible and an iterative scheme must be adopted.

Non-l inearities arise in engineering s'ituations from several

sources' For exampìe a non-linear material response can result from

plastic material behaviour.

In the elasto-plastic method of solution, ìoading must

be app'lied incrementally, hence Equation (5.1) becomes:

where [¡o] are the increments of nodal disp'lacements, and [aF] are

the jncrements of prescribed loads.

since [¡F] appearing in Equat'ion (s.z) is of finÍte,
predetermined magnitude, the result of soìving the set of equatjons
yields an increment of dìsplacement. The increment of displacement

y'ields an increment of strain which, through the constitutive matrix,
yields an increment of stress. The difference between the appìied

loads and the equiìibrating loads, equivalent to the stress state
which satisfies the constitutjve law, js called the unbalanced load.

One way to arrive at the state of stress which is compatible and

at the same t'ime satjsfies equilibrium, is to eliminate the unbalanced

load through an iterative scheme. Iteratjve schemes can be divided

into two main categorìes. These are tangentiaì stiffness method

[1]' which js sometimes known as the Newton-Raphson f4ethod l3zl and

IK] [¡o] = [¡F] (5.2)
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the jn'ÍtÍal stress method [1], which is sometjmes known as the modjfjed
l{ewton-Raphson Method lSZ1.

In the incremental jteratjve tangent stjffness procedure

the load is applied jn 'increments. During the fjrst iterat.ion after
any load increment is applied the jncremental displacemenrs are

calculated us'ing the tangent stiffness evaluated at the end of the
previous load increment. The incremental stresses and stra.ins are

then added to previous total stresses and stra'ins to obtain the current
approximate total stresses and the current strains. This is performed

at every i ntegrati on poi nt of al I el ements . Unbal anced stresses
gi ven by the d'i fference between the true and approximate stresses
are computed and used to cal cul ate equi va'lent nodal force. These

forces are app'l ì ed duri ng the second i terati on . The procedure i s

repeated until the unbalanced forces become tolerabìy small, i.e.
convergence occurs' or until the maximum allowable number of iterations
specified jn the ìnput data js reached.

In the tangential stiffness method, a new stiffness matrix
is evaluated at each jteration within each load increment based upon

the current material properties. This method is powerful and comes

near to simulating the actual process. The majn disadvantage of
thjs method appears when strain softening behaviour is exhib.ited
( an i mportant behavi our for rocks ) . In thi s case , the tangenti a.r

st'iffness matrix may rose its positive-defin.ite character, 'lead.ing

to numerical problems. In additjon, the stiffness matrix may become

non-symmetrical when a non-assocjated flow rule (to prevent excessjve

dilatancy) are used. In this case the computational effort assoc.iated

with re-evaluating the stiffness matrix may become prohibitive.



In the injtial load method a posjt'ive-defjnite stiffness

matrjx (the'initial elastjc stjffness matrix) is retajned and the

soften'ing behaviour.is simulated by alterìng the unbalanced load

vector. Although this method avoids some of the problems associated

wi th the tangenti al stj ffness method , a much ì arger number of
'iterations may be required to sat'isfy equ.i'librium specially when

approaching the ultimate load. This method is described in detajl
i n Sect'ion 4.9 .

The two methods described above are illustrated schematically

in Fìgs. 5.la to 5.1b. The two methods may be combined to make a

more efficient solut'ion procedure (i.e. evaluat'ion of a new stiffness
matrix at the begìnnìng of each load increment only) or re-evaluatjon

of the stiffness matrix every few iterations within a load step can

be carried out jn association with the tangent'ia'l stjffness method.

5.4 SPECIAL CAPABILITIES

Specì a'l features have to be added to the general

elasto-plastic model to simulate the behaviour of rock masses. Soecial

property elements described in Section 4.13 are imp'lemented in the

model to s'imulate behaviour of discontinuities. The modified Mohr

failure criterion js added to model triaxial strength of intact rock.

The post-faì1ure stress-strain path is sjmulated using the above

fa'ilure criterion as discussed in Section 4.14. Underground excavation

simulation is implemented in the model, whi'le initial stresses

resultìng from gravity or additional tractjon forces may be evaluated.

The program outputs the p'lasti c po'ints .
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(a) Initial Load Method

Fjgure 5. 1 In'iti al I oad and tangent'ia1 sti ffness method

(b) Tangential Stttfness Method



ROOF DEFLECTIOI{S A¡¡D SAG III JOIIITED, HORIZOI{TALLY

BEDDED STRATA - A NUII{ERICAL STUDY

6.1 BACKGROUND TO THE PROBIEH

Roof deflect.ions, sag and bedd.inq plane separatìons jn

the roofs of horizontalìy bedded strata are affected by the occurrence

of verti cal cross-joì nts . In thi s study the non- I i near e'l asto-pl asti c

finite element model described in Chapter 4 is used to determjne

the deflections of a vertically jointed beam.

Analysìs of roofs in horizontalìy layered strata in

underground openings requires the estimation of deflections of each

of the constituent beds. In classical rock mechanics the equations

used for determining these deflections involve young's modulus of
each beam and assume an unjointed, isotropic medium. However, ìayered

strata are commonìy intersected by vertìcal cross jo'ints whose presence

causes the roof deflect'ions to increase, so that the development

of bed separatì ons and ì oadi ngs wi I I be general 1 y di fferent from

that predicted for unjointed, ìsotropic materjals. Th'is behaviour

influences stabiì'ity and roof bortìng behaviour and design.

A relationship between the maximum deflection and vertical

ioint spacìng has been established by stimpson [2g] as follows:

CHAPTER 6

79

wnere

uj = 1.81 (#)-o'70 6s

A=

n-U-

=

JO'rnr spaclng

roof beam thickness

the maximum deflection for an isotrop.ic, unjointed

clamped beam under uniform loadìng.

(6.ta)



In (6.lb) y = beam density

L = beam span

D = beam thickness

E = Young's modul us of beam

= YL4

32E02

ïhi s chapter takes a numerical approach to the problem

of deflectjons of vertically joìnted beams and Equat.ion (6.1a) is
verjfied using the finite element model.

6.2 BEAI,I ANALYSIS

The vertjcaììy jointed beam is shown in Fig. 6.1. It
cons j sts of i ntact rock and vert'ical jo.ints. Each component has

to be model led separateìy due to its different behavjour

characteristjcs. Joint spacìngs of 100, 200, 400 and g00 mm as rvell

as the ìsotropic (unjointed) case are anaìyzed numerically.

6.2.1 Finite Elenpnt tlesh

80

(0. tu )

The finite element mesh for a typica'l joint spacing of

200 mm 'is illustrated in Fig. 6.2. plane stress condit.ions were

assumed and a symmetry plane taken through the centre of the beam

so that on'ly half the beam needed to be analyzed. The numerically

integrated parabolic isoparametric elements are chosen to model the

intact rock. Eight noded narrow continuum elements wjth spec'ial

propertìes are imp]emented in the model to simulate the jo.ints.



6.2.2 Failure Criteria

A Mohr-Coulomb yield critenion is chosen to represent failure

of jntact rock in compression. The material behaviour for both intact

rock and joìnts is assumed to be elastic - perfecily plastic for
this study. A ljm'ited tension faijure crjterion is the governìnq

fai I ure cri terion i n tension.

6.2.3 Platerial Properties

Table 6.1 g'ives the elastic and strength parameters for

both i ntact rock and joi nts . These parameters were used as i nput

for the elasto-plastic model. As can be observed, very small values

for tensile strength, To, and cohesion, C, are assumed for the joints

to avoid numerical ill-conditioning (Table 6.1b). The shear modulus,

G' does not correspond to values obta'ined through E and v.

6.2.4 Comparison of lþflection

ö1

The deflections of this vertical ly jointed cramped beam

under self-weight, 1.2 n thjck and 7.2 m span (Fig. 6.1) are determjned

for a fixed set of rock and joint properties us'ing the non-l jnear

finite element model for a range of joìnt spacing. The numerical

results are plotted in F'ig.6.3 for points on the beam at different

distances from the fixed end.

The maximum deflect'ions evaluated by semì-empirical equations

(S.f. ) and those obta'ined from fjnite element model (F.E.) are

surnmarized in Table 6.2.

As can be observed, a good agreement exi sts between the

two results and jt may be concluded that the semi-empirjcal equations



B2

deri ved for vert'i ca1 ry joi nted beams are accurate and may be used

with confidence for the calculation of maximum deflections.

As can be observed from Table 6.2, the greatest djfference
between the two resul ts occurs for the .i sotropi c case. Thi s i s to

be expected since the one-dimensionar s'impìe beam theory used to
eval uate the maximum def I ection of ì sotrop'ic beams does not .incl ude

the additional deflection due to shearing stresses.

6.2.5 lþtails of Roof Beam Deflection

model, jt
range for

in tension

the bottom

the corner

From the numerical resurts obtained from the finite element

appears that the intact rock remains within the elastic
the beam under its own self-weight. However, joints fail
(Fig. 6.4a). The joints open up in tension starting from

fibre (for the middle half of the beam) or top fibre (for
half of the beam) as shown jn Fiq. 6.4b.

It i s al so i nterestì ng to note that an arch-shape zone

of compressive stresses develops ìn the beam preventing the progression

of tensile cracks to the opposite fibre and thus preventìng a

catastrophic structural failure. This is called vousso.ir arch

formatjon and is investigated numericaì1y using the finite element

model and illustrated in Fig. 6.4c. These compressive horizontal

stresses not onìy prevent a fai I ure j n tension but al so increase

the shear strength of the unfailed sectÍons of joints, thus preventing

a failure in shear as well (Equation 4.99 ). Hence the formation

of this compressive zone as invest'igated numericaììy in this Chapter

is shown to pay a major role in the overall stabi'lity of the roof

beams above underground openings.



6.2.6 l'laximum [þflection Versus Joint l{idth

Several wjdths of values 0.1, 0.2, 0.S and 1.0 mm were

chosen for the vertical joints and the resulting maximum deflections

are obtained from the fin'ite element model. The results are plotted

in Fig. 6.5. The graphs are approximately lìnear and a line of best

fi t may be passed through the poì nts for di fferent joì nt spac.i ngs .

The equation for th'is line of best fit 'is the equation relating maxjmum

deflection, 6max, and ioint width x. Transferr.ing the 6 axis to
the zero-wi dth coordi nate , the equat'i on for the I i ne of best fi t
is:

where C is the maximum deflection for zero width

ana'lytical ìy.

,a*=M(x-0.1)+C

33

M i s the s'lope of the I jne of best fit and i s a measure of the

infl uence of joints present in the beam. understandably, the lower

the ioint spacing, the hiqher would be the value of M. There js

however, no analytical equation for M. Its value can be found by

a numerical model for a specified joint spacing. 0nly one numer.ical

appì icat'ion to the prob'lem for joint width other than zero i s necessary

to fÍnd the s'lope of the line approximately. Hence the approxìmate

value for maximum deflection for a range of joint wjdths for a given

joint spacìng can be found using the following equat.ion.

C=K = 1.81 {$l-o.z ;*,

(6. 2)

to be obtai ned

6ru* = MX + i.B1 {$l-o.z * - 0.1 Þl

wL Li U

l6 ?l

(6.4)



The equations obta'ined for

shown 'in Table 6.3. The equat'ions are

the shear modulus for the joint remain

wi dths.

6.2.7 Conclusions on This Chapter

The non-l inear finite element model descrjbed jn Chapters

3 and 4 was used and tested jn thjs Chapter. A semi-empirical equation

introduced for determining the maximum deflections of c'lamped and

vertjcally jointed roof beam is verjfied using the numerical model.

The mechanism of stabi ì ity was al so investigated numerjcal ìy and

it was concluded that the formation of a Voussojr arch (parabolic

compress'ive zone ) p'lays a ma jor rol e 'in the overal 1 stabi'l i ty of

beam roofs over underground openings. Approximate l'inear equations

are obtained for three joint spacings of 800, 400 and 200 mm, re]ating

the maximum deflection of the beam and joint w'idth for a given joint

spacìng.

6.2.8 Future Research Reconrnendations

different joint spac'ings are

based on the assumption that

constant for different jojnt

Further research into the long-term behaviour of vertically

iointed beam using the visco-elastic/visco-pìastjc model is
recornmended. In particular, the variatjon of the maximum deflection

of vertica'l1y jointed roof beams with t'ime and jnvestigations 'into

the time-dependent fa'ilure are areas of qreat 'interest for future

research.



Material PropertÍes for Intact Rock and Joints
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7.I INTRODUCTION

The problem of induced se'ismjcity and the associated faiIure

mechanism(s) over underground potash mjnes in Saskatchewan described

in detajl in section 7.2 is investigated in this chapter. program

NONROC described in Chapter 3 and 4 and deve'loped for the short-term

post-y'ie'ld anal ysì s of jo j nted rock i s used for i nvesti qati nq th'is

probì em.

The material properties are those shown in Table 2.1 for

each strata. Fiq. 7.7 illustrates the domain under consjderation,

consjsting of the Dawson Bay l'imestone, second Red Bed and Evaporjtes,

as well as specific discontinuities.

CHAPTER 7

INDUCED SEISI{ICITY INVESTIGATIOII

7 .2 THE FIIIITE ELET,IENT !.IESH

93

The analysis begins with the subdivision of the chosen

section of the continuum under investiqation into elements of finite
size (Figs. 7.2 and 7.3). The elements are connected by a finjte
number of poi nts , the nodal poi nts. Pl ane strai n condi ti ons are

assumed and a symmetry plane taken through the centre of the middle

opening so that only half the contìnuum needed to be analyzed. The

distance of the finite element model boundaries from the boundaries

of mìne openings influences the results obtained in the analysis.

Ïhus, the size of the domain under investiqation (the finite element

wjndow) should be 'large enough that the effects of the excavations

almost disappear near the boundaries. The finite element mesh consists



of quadratic, isoparametric, quadrjlateral elements.

7.3 FAILURE ZOIIES - SHORT-TERI{

The finite element moder was first appl.ied to the domain

under investigation assumjng a hydrostatic state of injtial stress
(V = n /^ =tl\,\ "hr"v Lt,

Fig. 7.4a illustrates the induced y'ield zone. As can be

observed, the Dawson Bay I imestone bed remai ns i ntact, however, a

large area in the weak Second Red Bed below the Dawson Bay as well

as jn the potash has failed. These types of failure are not believed

to be a source of ma jor se'ismi ci ty si nce the materi al s do not exhi b'i t
high-strength brittle behav'iour. There is also, extensive slip a'long

discontinuities below the Dawson Bay. such movements may generate

some sei smj c events, but s'i nce the di sconti nui ti es are I i kel y

cohesionless, the energy of these events will be small.

The influence of the elastic modulus of potash was next

stud'ied to determine the effect of a more deformable abutment. The

modulus was reduced from 3,500 MPa to 2,500 MPa. As can be observed

(Fig. 7.4b), a reduction of modulus of e'last'icìty of potash actìng

as a support has a significant effect on the extent of plastic zones

in the Second Red Bed as wel I as 'in exi sting uncemented

discontinuities. Hovement a'long these d'iscont'inuities is now more

extensÍve, as is failure in the potash around the openinos.

o/l

7.4 EFFECT OF PILLARS

The presence of i ntermedi ate pi I 1 ars between mul ti pl e

openings and their effect on the overall stabil'ity and induced plastic



zone jn the overlying strata are jnvest'igated in this sectjon. The

pil'lars are tota'l1y el'iminated, as shown jn Fig. 7.5, so that an

openinq of 150 m span at a depth of 1,000 m is under investiqation.

Thj s type of simul ation represents a worst case of tìme-dependent

behavjour as the intermediate piìlars are assumed to have comp'letely

yielded and lost their stress carryìng capac.ity over time. As can

be observed from Fig. 7.5 a large area jn the Dawson Bay ljmestone

has yielded for this span. Slip along existìng discontinuities is
also extens'ive. Convergence was not achieved at about eighty percent

of total loadinq for the specified number of iteratjons, thus

signal'l ìng structural instabil ity.
F'igs. 7.4a and 7.s illustrate the induced plastic zone

around the excavations with and without jntermediate pillars,
respect'iveìy. Comparisons of these two figures demonstrate the effect

of pillars and reductions in their supportìng capacity with t.ime

on the overal 'l stab'i 'l i ty of openi ngs and the i nduced pl ast.ic zone

in the overlyìng strata.
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7 .5 TII.IE-DEPEIIDEHT SII'IUI.ATION

The i nduced stresses and resu'lti ng pl ast'ic zones i n the

Dawson Bay and other strata above the mine are likely h'ighìy dependent

on the time-dependent deformation of salt and potash around the mine

openi ngs, and resul ts i n conti nuous convergence of over'lyi no strata

into the openìngs.

The e'lasto-plastic model is only able to ìnvestigate the

material behaviour in the short-term. However, since time is an

ìmportant parameter influencing the initiat'ion and extent of plastic
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zone' a physical sìmulatjon of ìong-term behaviour was carried out
'in the followìng manner. The roof and floor of openings were treated

as boundaries and dispìacement ìoading was carried out on these

boundaries to simulate thejr displacement state after a pe¡iod of

time. The excavation boundaries were gìven initial vertical

di sp'l acements as obtai ned from fi el d measurements of convergence.

The stresses induced by these boundary di sp'l acement throughout the

mesh were added to the short-term val ues ( stress val ues before the

ìmposition of dìsp'lacement ìoad'ing upon excavation boundaries) to

give the total long-term induced stresses. A total closure of 3m

was ìmposed at the mid-points of the openìngs to simulate convergence

after 15 years. The imposed convergence gradua'l ly reduces to zero

approachìng the excavation side points. The closure was equal 1y

divided between roof and floor (maximum 1.5 m vertical d'isplacement

i mposed at mi d-po'i nts ) .

It must be noted that th'is type of phys'ica1 simur ation

does not correct]y fol low the transient stress path in the potash.

However, the main interest in thìs ana'lysis is in the Dawson Bay

Formation wh'ich is at a distance from the m'ining excavat'ions. In

addition, 'in the study of strong brittle types of rock such as

I imestone under statjc load'ing conditions at normal temperatures,

'it 'is accepted that t'ime-rate effects are generaì'ly not important

and the conventional theory of pìast'icity then models the behaviour

adequate'ly. For a more accurate type of ana'lys'is, a time-dependent

f i ni te el ement model based on v'i sco-el asti c/v'i sco-pl asti c materi al

behav'iour is recommended and is the subject of Chapters I and 9.



7.6 FAILURE ZOIIES . LOI{G.TERI'I

The area of interest is extended to jnclude ne'ighbouring

open'ings. The geo'logical cond'ition for the area is jllustrated in

Fig. 7. r. The finite element mesh shown jn Fig. 1.3 was used to

ìnvest'igate ìong-term behavjour. A total closure of 3 m was imoosed

on the mìd-points of the openings for both left hand and right hand

muì t'ip'le excavat'ions simulating the convergence after 1b years. The

imposed convergence gradual'ly reduces to zero approach.inq the

excavation poi nts.

For the case i n whi ch the strength of the Dawson Bay

limestone is assumed to be fifty percent of the strength of intact
rock core tested jn the'laboratory, large areas of the Dawson Bay

fail with time. There is also extensive slip along existing

discontinuities as shown in Fig. 7. 6, .including failure alons the

cemented beddi ng p'lane as wel I as joi nts. Sl i p al ons these p'lanes

of weakness is thus indjcated as another potential source of seismic

di sturbances.

The I imestone rock mass strength i s gradual ìy lowered to

one quarter of that of intact rock core. As.illustrated in Fiqs.

7 .6a to 7 .6d, the p'lastic zone i n the Dawson Bay gradua'l ìy 'increases

as the limestone rock mass strength .is lowered. At one quarter of

strenqth the limestone beam fails extensive'ly and rapidly as shown

in Fig. 7.6d. The extent of p'rastìc zones aìong existing

discontinu'ities, the Second Red Bed, as well as in potash, are greatly

affected' although the strenqth parameters remain the same for these

materi al s . so rapi d and extens'i ve j s faj I ure that numeri cal

convergence js not achievedn signa'll.ing a structurally unstable
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si tuati on. The strength parameters chosen i n thi s case for the

I imestone are bel ieved to represent the worst possible condition
that may ex'ist. Lateral varjat'ions in lithology are well substantjated

and probab]y are reflected in varyíng rock strength parameters such

extensive and rapid britile failure would certainìy induce siqnificant
se'ismicity.

7 .7 SUHI{IIRY AND CONCLUSIONS

This Chapter uses the numerical model described in Chapters

3 and 4 to 'investi gate the probl em of induced se.i smi ci ty over

underground excavations with spec'ial reference to potash mines in
Saskatchewan, Canada. From the results obtained several conclusions

are drawn concerning the nature of this mining-.induced seismic.ity.

7.7.1 Brittte Fql_lufe of Dawson Bay Limestone

Extensi ve fa'i I ure of the Dawson Bay I imestone can occur

in the long-term due to the time-dependent convergence of overlying

strata into the openings. The failure is rapid and explosive due

to the brittle nature of the material. Brittle failure of Dawson

Bay l'imestone may be restricted to local soft zones or globaì.if
the ubiquitous rock mass strength i s about f.i fty percent of that
of jntact rock core or less. Thjs type of failure may be sing'led

out as one of the most probabl e mechani sms for tri ogeri ng I ocal

earthquakes.

7.7.2 Slip Alonq Existing Discontinuities

The uncemented discont'inuities fail ìn the short-term and



thi s faj I ure expands wi th tjme. The cemented beddi ng p'l anes faj I

ìn the long-term on1y. S'líp along these discontinujtjes has thus

been demonstrated as another mode of failure poss'ibìy responsible

for induced seismicity.

Areas jmmediately around the openings jn the weak second

Red Bed fai I i n the short-term and such fai I ure al so expands wi th

time. However, thi s behavi our i s not bel i eved to be a source of

seismic disturbance due to the ductile nature of these materials.

Finally''it may be concluded that failure mechanisms inducing

the seìsmic activìty may involve all of these modes.
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8.1 IilTRODUCTION

The problem of induced seismicity over underground potash

mjnes was investigated jn chapter 7 us ing program N0NR0c baseo on

elasto-plastic material behaviour. However, the long_term behaviour

cruc'ial to jnvestigating the time-dependent response of higher strata
to mìning and seismjc events could not be jnvestigated accurateìy

using NONROc. Physical s'imulation of long-term behav'iour described

in Chapter 7 is not believed to be realistic. For these reasons

a model based on visco-elastjc/visco-plastic material behaviour is
deve'loped and described in this Chapter. This model is specifica'l'ly
designed to simulate the jointed and stratified nature of rocks.

Excavations may be simulated in the t'ime domain. The vjsco-elastjc
behavi our of rock sal t/potash .i s model I ed usì ng the time power I aw

of creep.

CHAPTER 8

THE TII{E.DEPENDEIIT }IODEL

106

8.2 ESSENTIAL NU}IERICAL I,ODEL CHARACTERISTICS

Stresses induced'in the Dawson Bay Formation and related

deformation are the response to changes 'in the stress field durì ng

excavation and to the time-dependent deformation of openings in potash.

The following stages are postulated:

j ) l'lining-jnduced change in the local stress-strain regime

during and irmediately after excavation due to the

instantaneous elastjc response.

'i i ) Deformation of underlying potash due to tjme-dependent



ji'i ) Stress-redistributjon due to anisotropic or heterogeneous

propertìes (e.g. rocar soft zones) in the Dawson Bay.

iv) stress-redìstribution due to local yie.lding (slip along

discontinu.ities jn the Dawson Bay).

v) continuous deformation of underrying potash, generating

increasing stresses.in the overlying strata.
vi ) Time-dependent stress-redistribution .in britile Dawson

Bay rimestone once the triaxial yield strength is exceeded.

This js called stress-redistribution due to global yieìding
( progressi ve faj I ure duri ng tìme-dependent strai n softenj nq

of brjtile limestone).

The principìes estabrished above read to the necessity
of a numerical model which describes the time-dependent fa.ilure and

stra'in soften'ing of the Dawson Bay Format.ion and existing
discont'inuities, while simulating the tìme-dependent deformation
of the deformable underlying beds (Red Beds, salt, potash) and mine

open i ngs .

An idear moder shourd possess the forementioned
characteristics be applicabre to both britile and ductire rock and

rock discontinuities. It shourd simurate their time-dependent
deformation and stress-redistribut'ion at various confin.ing pressures
and model the post-y'ield strain-harden'ing and strain-softenjno
behaviour of brjtile rock and pìanes of weakness.

ïhe model developed to satisfy these requirements includes:
(1) tlastic elements.

(2) Time-dependent y'ieìd elements (vìsco-plastic elements) with

deformation properties.

r07



post-yi el d behavi our simul atj on to model

Formati on .

(3) special property yield elements w'ith strain-softenino

behaviour simulation

di sconti nu'iti es.

(4) Creep elements to model

materials underlying the

8.2.1 Elastic Elernents

The stiffness

general 1 inearly elastic

described jn Chapter 3.

for di screte

8.2.2 Visco-Plastic Elenents

the deformation of the deformable

Dawson Bay.

l.lhi I e pre-fai 1 ure behavi our of rock has been wi deì y

jnvestjgated, the time-dependent post-peak strength behavjour has

received ljttle attention. However, sejsmic activity js.initiated

in a region yie'lded beyond its peak strength with subsequent

stress-redistribution and release of energy (straìn-softening).

Determination of the extent of the plast'ic or failure zones in the

Dawson Bay Format'ion and their time-dependent expansion is thus

essential in order to reach conclusions regarding the nature of induced

se'ismicity in that formatjon. The time-dependent post-peak behaviour

of Dawson Bay limestone'is sìmulated using visco-plastic elements.

Time-dependent stress-redistribut'ion, strajn-softeninq and associated

fajlure propagation within the formation'is thus va'lid'ly modelled.

These el ements are embedded i n the program GEOV I S to sj mul ate the

the Dawson Bay
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and deformation of the

behaviour in the finite

model I inq of

el ements simul ate

element model as
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behaviour of the Dawson Bay ljmestone.

visco-prastic erements moder rnateriar behaviour that is
governed by y'ier d cri te.ia and i n whi ch t.ime-dependent pì asti c

deformation takes pìace if these yield criteria are exceeded. This
flow continues untir the materiar state returns to the yierd surface.
A modified Mohr failure criterion based on triaxial strength descr.ibed
i n Section 4.2- 4 has been chosen to represent fai r ure of r imestone
i n compression.

8.2.2.1 Basic Expressions

Numericar sorution of visco-prastic probrems using finite
element procedures has been formulated by Zienkjewiczs and cormeau

[¡o], lztl.
A comprehensive description of the numericar sor ution

technique is outlined in this section regarding visco-pìastíc elements.

8.2.2.1.1 Strain Increments

The total strain may Je assumed to be divisible.into two
components

Ê=cõte

where &. und Êup

of strain rates,

+^' ,t,vÞ

are the elastic

the total strain

+l' ,t,vP

where (') represents djfferentiation with

It i s now necessary to

Ê=c{, trg

(8.i )

and visco-pìastic strains. In rerms

rate can be expressed as ttg l

(8.2)

respect to time.

defi ne quanti tati veìy the
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vi sco-p'l ast'ic strai ns . One exp'l i c.it form that has wi de appì i cab.i 
.l 

i ty
'i s offered by perzyna and i s termed the vì sco-pì asti c fl ow rul e

tzsl

where y is the flu.id.ity parameter.

criterjon and defines the magnìtude

'is the plastic potentiaì function

åuo v(ô(F)>#

< ô(F) ) = O(F) for

<o(F)>=0 for

Di fferent choi ces have been

version used in this thesis for

F-F
o(F) = o

F
o

0(F) is a function of

of the flow rate and Q =

described in Section 4.4.

where Fo i s the uni axi al

expres sed by Equatì on ( g. 3 ) ,

a time interval ltn = tn+1 -

F>0

F <0

recommended

the modified

(4. s)

yìeld

, k)

the

ñlvlõ"õ
1.

Using a I imjted Tay'lor series expansion

.n+1 -;n * rnËup,,nn -n&vp -'tvp-lidt^F,

tquat'ion (8.7 ) can be expressed as

.n+1 _ .n , ,,J1 ntvp -&,vp'{ n4

orlo atn[(1-o) ilp - u ñ,i;t ]

for the function

l4o hr c ri teri on i s

yìel d strength wi th the

a strain increment Af;,lp

tn can be defined as hS l

(8. aa )

(8.4b)

The

strain rate law

occurri ng j n

(8.5)

(a.o¡

(8.7)

(8.8 )



where

u[ = /.0&vÞr[- - r'lr\;i r-5;i ) = Y f ÖtF)

From Equatìon (8.6)

or rearrangi ng

^n¿r,t,vP

^.ñ = Ät 'n-{,vp -"n tvÞ

,2F * do (F)

,,gn d F

or

- ^f o .1 r 
^+-"- w tr.,- | au_n ,uvp n

dF'"n
dç

At ;n + Hñ 
^n.[ At* -n tvp '\j -{ 

n

where

n
.&vÞ

taF lT l. n/ t

dfl

11i

orn t,ln * çn o{n

r (i,nup * [n ogn) (8.10)

Equation (8.12) is a general expression for the vi sco-plastic strajn
increment occurring in a time.interval otn = tn+1 - tn and can be

evaluated for the 'imposed failure crjterion, F.

For e = 0 a Euler time integrat'ion scheme known as 'fu'l1y

explicìt' (or forward difference method) js obtained, since the strain
increment is comp'letely determined from conditions existing at tjme,

tn. 0n the other hand e = i gives a 'fuìly impìícit, (or backward

difference) scheme with strain increment being determined from the

strain rate corresponding to the end of time interval, tn+1. If
0 is zero, so 'ir çn in Equation (g.13), and thus for the fully expìic.it

solutjon the strain increment js sìmply expressed as:

[n=u

(8.e)

Itn 
'Un

(8. 11)

(8. 12 )

(8. 13)



The fully exp'licit solutjon method is very popular. However much

smal ler time 'increments have to be adopted to reach an acceptabJe

level of accuracy.

^"[ = ^f 
'n-tvÞ - "n õvp

8.2.2.L.? Stress Increrents

The total stress rate depends on the el astj c straj n rate

according to

where I is the usual e'lastìcity matrjx. Using the incremental form

of Equation (8.15)

n=f'ìd K &e

Substi tuti ng tquati on ( a. Z 1 j nto ( B. 16 )
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(8. 14 )

o,gn = R oçl

Expressing total strain increment jn terms of the djsplacement incremenc

o,gn = p (^R,n - oglp)

Substjtuting for arho from (8.12), thus

o&n=,Ð'04,n

o{n = R (E ogn - C,io otn - çn ogn )

or expand (8. i9)

(8.15)

o,gn = [ E o4n - p ¿io otn - p . çn o,gn

(8. 16 )

/a 17\

(8. 18 )

(8. 1e )

(8. 20 )



llultipìy both sides by the inverse of the elasticity matrix

-1p- t ogn = ,p o4n - ei, otn - çn oon

or

,?-t o,gn * çn oqn = ,p o4n - clo otn

0r

(D-i + cn) ¡on = B ¡dn - ån At\õ ,Y/-{, ,T'ö tvp ^n

0r

o{n = (R-1 * ,Çn)-1 . ([ od,n - E,i, ntn)

where
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o{n = ,?uo tp o4,n - C,To ntn)

(8. 21)

Puo is called the visco-plastic matrix and is symmetric if the

visco-pìastic law is associative. Equatìon (8.25) gives the increment

of total stress during time jnterval otn = tn*1 - tn.

8.2.3 Creep Elements

Analysis of stresses and dì sp'lacements in a comp'lex

time-dependent (visco-elastjc) materia'l such as potash/salt js very

difficult. Under loading, rock salt exhibjts a visco-elastic response,

that is, it creeps with time. This behavjour is a function of the

Puo = ([-1 *.Çn)-1 = ({, * [ çnl-l p

(8.22)

(8. 23 )

(8.24)

(8. 25 )

(8. 26 )
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stress to which it is subjected. The devjatoric component of stress

causes strains that are not recoverable. After instantaneous elastic
deformation, transjent creep exhib.iting high rates of deformation

decreases wi th time and passes i nto constant, steady state creep.

The tertiary stage of creep leaaing to ultimate failure or complete

loss of strength 'is evident 'loca'lìy in potash pì'l'lars but .is not

i ncl uded i n the const'i tuti ve creep I aws used i n th.is study.

Constitutjve laws for salt creep have been derived by Senseny

lz+1 and carter [3]. The power law for creep js used in this anaìysis

as the const'itutive relation. This uniaxial law is an emp'irical

formula and is expressed as

where e is a scalar measure of creep strain, S is
js tjme s'ince loading, and A, m and n are creep

can be determined experimental ly. The val ues of

are gìven in Table 2.I for potash/salt.

To extend the one-dimensional I aw to
forms, the following relation is assumed to hold

e=ASmtn

Ê=¡úc

In

in

tcx

tay

t a*y

'cz

Equation (8.28a) rcx,

their respective axes.

(8.27 )

axial stress, t
parameters which

these parameters

=f.n 5, 
(m-1) 

tn

tcy"a*y und ea, âfê

0r

mul t'i-dimensi onal

Iox

Iñ-v

-'xy

oz

creep strain components

(8.zaa)



Different'iating with respect to tjme,

&,6, maY be obtai ned thus,

¿- +A

whe re

Ê

S,=(JZ,lrrp¡4

J, i s the second 'invariant of devi atori c

I-ã
¿
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(8.28b)

the v'i sco-el asti c straí n rate ,

'rt - 1

"z - 7

o*, oy and ol are

A S,(m-1) t(n-i) {

(o;'*or'*o;?)*rf,,

o'
X

components of stress

¡ 1¡ *n
--x -y "z

J
-U

X

a *n *n
nt =ñ --X 

-y "Z-y "v 3

stres ses

2
lTt

xz

In Equations (8.28a) anA (g.Zgb), A, m and n are creep parameters

as in Equation (8.27).

As described in Section 8.2.2 tquat'ion (8.2a) is substituted

for Equatìon (4. l¡ to gìve the strain-rate components for creep

el ements. The usual vi sco-p1 asti c al gori thm fol I ows thereafter

(Equations 8.6 to 8.25).

A physica'l ìnsight into Equation (8.28a) for the murti-ax'ial

case may be provided especially as regards the apparently arbitrary

constants used jn this equatìon. Assum'ing y is the axis in the

rt1'¡*¡
nt = ã _'X -y "Z
-z'23

(8.29a)

g'r ven

2
T yz

deviator oiven by

by

(8.2eb)

(8.30)

(8. sta )

(8.31b)

(8.31c)



uniaxial case:

ox= oz = t*y = t*== trr= o

From Equati on (8. zga )

where r.y is the creep strain component in the y direction, hence

"cy L (Q ?'\

,ry=t.A 5,(m-1),n."r;

Substjtuting (8.32) and (8.31) in (8.30) , hence

ìt - 1 2
"z - 3 oy

Substituting (8.35) in 18.2S), hence

S' = oy = S (axial stress) (g.36)

Substitutinq (8.32) jn (8.31b) , hence

11attô

Substituting (8.37) and (A.¡O) jn (8.33), hence

(8.32)

"; = + o, = å t

0r

(8.3s)

,.y = |. a. s(t-l) ,n . f s (8.38)

Substi tuti ng (e. ¡+) j n (8. 39 ) , hence

,ay=A Smt[=e

as'in (8.27).

..y=A Smtn

(8.35)

(8. 37 )

(8.3e)

(8. 40 )



8.2.3.1 Exponential-Time Creep Law

The exponential-t'ime creep law model s both transient and

steady-state creep and is expressed as lZql

e = ASn t *.u ¡1 -.-BASntl for ASn > é*

where

e=

ê

1

ñ̂t

ê*

ASn t * eu ASn / ë* (1 - e-Bé*t) for ASn < ê*

= creep strain

= deviatoric stress

= time since loading

ê-, B, n are parameters to be determined experimentalìy

= cri ti cal stra'in rate

Laboratory testìng has shown that the chojce of the two relationships

'i n Equatì on ( 8. 41 ) depends on whether the steady- state strai n rate

ìs greater or less than the critical strain rate.

The above one-dimensional laws can be similar'ly extended

to multi-axial forms as for the time power law'in Equation (8.27).
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8.2.4 Special Property Elements

The spec'iaì property el ements

are embedded in the time-deoendent model

ex j st'ing dì sconti nui ti es .

( 8.41a )

(8.4ib)

8-2-4.1 Post-Failure Þbdellinq of Discontinuities

The post-fai'l ure model 1 i ng of speci al property el ements

described in Section 4.L4.2. The same formulat'ion is implemented

the time-dependent model.

is

in

descri bed i n Section 4. 13

for discrete modellinq of
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The post-faìlure behaviour is extended to the assumption

of non-assoc'iative flow rule in the time-dependent model. The

di'latancy predìcted by the Hohr-Coulomb yield criterion with associated

flow rule is excessive and unrealistic. The Mohr-Coulomb failure
criterion is the governÍng failure criterion in shear for
discontjnuities and .is given by

F - ltl + on tanó - C

Expressing (A.qZ) jn terms of principal stresses

using the the flow rule equation and differentiatino
to pri nci pa'l stress components

F = (o, - o3) + (o1 * o3) sin6 - 2C cos6

or| = o^ 
ä= 

dr (1 + sinö)

,r^P -""2 -

;-P -tt3 -

Summing up gives

o.l = d.! + de! + or! = + zdÀ sinó

rtrdr3=0
ooz

o^Ë=*dÀ(-1 +s'ino)

since dÀ is pos'it'ive, Equation (9.45) impl ies that the increments

of volumetric pìastic strains are dilatant and proport.iona'l to sinO

for llohr-Coulomb with assocjated flow rule. If the angle of jnternal

friction ó in (8.a5) is substituted for by the dilatancy angle rt,,

for the plastic potentìa'l functjon, a non-assoc.iatjve flow rule exists

(8.42)

(8. 43 )

with respect

(8.++a)

(8.44b)

(8.aac)

(8. 45 )



(o I ,t,).

and

Q = l.l + on tan g - C = 0

O.l = +Zdr sin r,

As can be observed from Equation (9.47), a value of zero for r¡ results
'in zero i ncremental vol umetri c p1 ast'ic strai n and thus zero di I arancy.

values of p between zero and a maxìmum value of 6 simulate varying

degrees of dilatancy along the discontinuìty. zero d.ilatancy is
assumed for the time-dependent analysis.

8.2.5 Failure Criterion for Intact Rock

The modified Mohr faìlure criterion described in Section

4.2.4 is implemented in the tÍme-dependent model as the governing

yjeld criterion'in compression. A lim'ited tens'ion failure cr.iterion

described in the section 4.2.5 is the govern.ing yieìd criterion for
intact rock in tension.

't 1ñ

8.2.5.1 Post-Failure tbdellinq of Intact Rock

(8. 46 )

(a.qz)

The post-fai'lure formulation described .in section 4.14.1

is embedded jn the time-dependent model. In Equations (q.g¡) to

(4.95) tne effectjve plastic strain ão and the effective post-peak

pìast'ic strain ãpp are substituted by the effective visco-plastic

strain ãuo and the effective post-peak visco-plastic straiñ.-vDD

respectiveìy.

8.3 EQUATI0ilS 0F EQUILIBRIUH

l.li th the strai n and stress i ncrements determ'i ned duri nq
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the time intervar atn, the equations of equilibrium are to be

establjshed to evaluate the time-dependent tangentiaì stjffness matrix
and corresponding stresses and disp.lacements after (n+1¡ time steps.

The equations of equìribrium to be satisfied at any instant
of tjme tn (after n time steps), arê

where dn ir the vector of equivalent nodal loads

During a time increment, Âtn, the equiìibrium equations
must be sati sf i ed and are g'iven 'in i ncrementar form:

tu ,qt gn ou -dn = o

Substituting Equation (g.ZS) in (g.+g), the displacement
increment occurring during the time increment is a$.n and can be

calculated as follows:

,, tET (plo . 8. odn - Ðuo 
.alo otn)l ¿v - 

^rr = 0

(8. 50 )

trEtogndv-a4n=g

or rearrangino (9.S0)

t, (,eT' plo . [) uv . o,{n = {, Et . plo . el, otn dv + ¡rn

(8. sl)
0r

(8. 48 )

or

,[i o4n - o{n

(8. 4e )

o,{n = [{if -t o{n

(8. s2 )

(8.53)



where rî=¡

Avr=r gT nn ;n-.i, vK tvp t,vp

tal pseudo loads. odn represents

i nterval ¡t
n

The di spì acements odn

to obtain i ncrements of stress

tn*1 - tn. Thus

^l ^nE .Puo ..0 du is the tangentiaì stiffness matrix and

Thus the total stresses at time tn*1 are calcurated from:

{n*1={n*A{n

,_n- otn dv + A{" is

the change in load

o{n = Rlp (E . ogn ÊJ, rtn)

and the correspond'ing dì sp'lacements:

4n*1 ='{n*o'{,n

are substjtuted back jnto (9.25)

occurring during the time interval

termed the incremen-

during the t'ime

!21

The procedure contj nues unti I the

steady-state conditions are reached.

8.3.1 Equilibrium Correction

The stress-'increment calculation is based on a linearized
form of the incremental Equations (8.49) . Therefore, total stresses,
n*'l

{" ' obtained by accumulating all such stress increments, may nor

be correct and wjll not exact'ly satisfy the equations of equìlibrjum,
(8.48). To make a correction it is necessary to evaluate gn*1 according

to Equations (8.25) and (8.55) and then compute the residual cï.out
of balance forces { at each time step as:

(8.54)

requi red time of analysì s or

(a.ss)

(8.56)



These residual forces are then added

at the neXt t'i me cfan Çf:ntir¡g frOm

time step:

,,,[*1
K

V
,et ' ,gn*t dv + ¡n+l I o

. n+1
&,"''=v<o(F)

Eval uate qn+1

Subst'ituti ng gn+l

., n+1 _
X.

Add these to the

time step.

¡ vn*1
tu

nrl\ ov'^n+1
dçt

to the appi ied

the begi nni ng
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(8.57)

force i ncrement
+hfor the ( n+1 ) '"

'into equi I i br j um equat j ons

f Et ' ,gn*t du * dn*1

vector of incremental pseudo loads

8.4 ADVANTAGES OF EI-ASTO/VISCO-PLASTIC MODEL

The general visco-p'lastjc model sjmulates real istjc material

behaviour for a wide class of problems.

The concept of visco-p'lastic behaviour enables the

time-dependent stress-redi stri bution processes to be sjmul ated, that

ìs,the difference between the actual state of stress and the strenqth

to be redistributed to neighbourìng areas.

In elasto/visco-pìasticìty .it is postulated that, for any

stress s'ituation which falls with'in the yield surface, purely eìastic

strains take pl ace. The model thus automaticaì'ly j ncl udes a I j near

elastic solution.

-r RT nn+ld 'Vvp

to evaluate gn+l

(8. 58 )

å,lo orn*r dv + ¡dn*l * *n+1 (8.60)

(8.5e)

for use in the next
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El asto-pl asti c probl ems can be sol ved by the

elasto/vìsco-pìastic algorithm jf stat'ionary conditions are reached

at which no further change of disp'lacements occurs and the stresses

must be such that

F<0

Time thus can be used as a pureìy fictitious parameter. The basic

di fference between el asto-pl asti ci ty and el asto/vj sco-pì asti ci ty
is the introduction of 'time' in the latter. The solution obtained

i s the same as the e1 asto-pl asti c sol ution except that the fi nal

state of stresses and strains has been achieved after a certa.in time,

dependent on the fluid'ity parameter and not instantaneously as in
e'lasto-plasticity. If time is used as a fictitious parameter, the

solution converges to an e'lasto-plastjc solution. Thus an arbitrary
value of v w0u'ld only distort the time scale. Application of
fict'itious time and'vìscosìty'constants to the solution of a problem

could be accomplished as a pure mathemat'ical fiction. It js especÍally

advantageous since actual val ues of the f1 u.idi ty parameter, y for
soils and rocks are not avajlable at present.

in addition, creep probìems may be easily incorporated

in visco-plastic models. 0nly the expression of the strain rate
(Equation 8.3) has to be modified to include additional effects. Thus

the elasto/visco-plastic approach ìncorporates the possibiì.ity of
dealìng with extremes represented by pure plasticity (for britile
types of rocks such as Dawson Bay'limestone) or creep (for rock salts)
in a unified way. It is espec'ia1ìy suitable for modeìl'ing stratif jed

rocks and rocks such as evaporites, which exhjbit time-dependent
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behavjour. These rocks are exampìes of visco-elastjc behaviour.

However, intact rock samples of many rocks such as I imestone may

not show any pronounced t'ime-dependent behaviour. The plastic
behaviour of these rocks and time-dependent stress redi stri bution

are the main criteria and are inherent jn a generaì visco-plastic

model .

Elasto/visco-pìasticÍty is based on the init.ial strain
method of solution. Thus, probìems of strain-soften.ing and a

non-associated law essential'in the behaviour of many rocks and rock

type materi a I s may be handl ed w'i th great ease. The compì exi t.ies

of dea'lìng with these problems inherent in the classical plasticity

method disappear in the visco-plastic formulation.

In classical plasticity it has always been asserted that

it is essential to proceed in small load jncrements to reproduce

the incremental nature of plasticity laws. However, provided 'loading

js monoton'ical'ly increasing, as'it is in many engineering problems,

a much larger load increment may be adopted to reach an acceptable

level of accuracy using the elasto/visco-plastic algorithm t¡ol. It
js clear that considerable economy may be achieved without proceeding

to small load increments using the elasto/v'isco-p'lastic model .

The visco-p'lastic model of material is indeed physicaily

more acceptable than any pure'ly plastic one in which the assumption

of i nstantaneous pl asti c f I ow 'i s made.

visco-plastic problems can be dealt with in a relativeìy

straightforward numerical formulation and the associated mathematics

is much simpler compared with classical plasticity.

Strati fi cat'i on i s a common property of roc ks . The
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elasto/visco-plastic model appears most for investigat'ing thjs problem.

it includes

(a) an elastic solution,

(b) degenerates to an elasto-p'lastic solution,
(c) time-dependent p'lastic behaviour may be sìmulated and

(d) creep/v'i sco-erastic behaviour may be ìncorporated with

relat'ive ease.

Strata properties may range from extremeìy brittle to extremely ductile
at a short di stance from each other (exampìe, I imestone overlying
potash/sa1t) and thus'it is very advantageous to have developed the

elasto/v'isco-p'lastic model for ana'lys.is of these situations.

8.5 Wr{Ts

visco-p'lastic/creep solution is that time can be subdivided jnto

sufficiently smal I interval s such that the stress can be assumed

to be constant within each t.ime interval . The non-l inear

visco-plastic/creep problem is then solved as a series of linear
problems for each time interval. The incremental vìsco-plastic/creep

stra'in which occurs during the time interval js treated as an initjal
stra'in. For creep problems, generaììy some law is.impìied from which

strains at a given time can be deduced from the knowledge of the

prevìous stress history. The computations must, therefore, proceed

jn an incremental manner usìng suitable small tjme intervals. Errors

may become excessive and results meaningless if the time .increments

used are too large.

The time integration scheme represented by Equat.ion (g.6)

The fundamental assumotion 'i n the i ncrementa I
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is unconditionar'ry stab're for varues or e z ]. However in practice
the accuracy cannot be guaranteed and rimìts must be pìaced on the
time step ìength in order to achieve a var id sor ution rtzf, t20 r._1ror e < | the process is on'ly conditionaìly stable and numerical
time integrat'ion can onìy proceed for values of otn less than some

critical value. Theoretìcal restrictions on the time step ìength
have been estabrished by cormeau for specific fairure criteria,
associated plastìc'ity, and the expìic'it time.integration scheme onìy
t 0 ]. However no sìmpre expression exists for more comprex cases,
such as those requi red to represent rock mass behaviour more

realistically. Empiricar rures are suggested for these cases tsol.
schemes can be employed in which the time step'length can be constant
or vary for each time step. The variable scheme is more economical

and jn that the magnìtude of t'ime increments used are limited bv

where I l'l I is

ll,l

¡+ - llellAL - T
tl' | |

I tevp | |

I, II, III refer to the principal tensor components.

the norm of the strajn rates given by

the norm of

l=t,?*,|*,?rì2.

t is a parameter specified by the user and dependent on the desired
accuracy. The minimum 'in Equat.ion (g.6ia) is taken over all
integrating points in the continuum under consideration.

Another useful I im'it can be .imposed usìng the variable

the total strain given by

ll;vell = (Ëlo,r * êuzp,ir + ólo,ur)%

( 8.61a )

I lËve | | 1S

(8.61b)



time step scheme such that the change

any two jntervals 'is I jmjted accordinq

There are no fixed criteria for values of the parameters t and K.

Their magnìtudes are dependent on many factors and vary greaily from

case to case. The optimum val ues shoul d be obtai ned accordi nq to
the best experience for a specific problem.

atn*1 < K ltn
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the tjme step ìength between'ln

fn.

(8.62)



9.1 IT{TRODUCTION

GE0vIs has been developed specif ica'l'ly for analysi s of
mining-rock mechanics problems associated wjth underground potash

mines. The program predicts stresses, displacements, fajlure
'initiation and its growth in the time space. The program is qu.ite

flexible and can also be used to analyze mines or excavations in
elastic or elasto-p1ast'ic (time-independent) rock types. In addition,
GEOVIs can be used to study a number of engineerìng probìems such

as beams, slopes and other two-dimensional structures.

GEOVIS has been developed on the university of Manitoba

Amdahl computer and has been written in FORTRAN 77 so that it can

be implemented on different computers and operatÍng systems with
a minimum of effort.

CHAPTER 9

PROGRAI'I GEOYIS

r28

9.2 CAPABILITIES

The best way to describe GE0vIS is by out'lining the program's

capabilities. The program'is capable of so'lv.ing problems involving
the fol 1owìng conditions:

1. Geometry: Two dimensional (pìane strain and plane stress).
2. Material s: Isotropìc, non-homogeneous. Each element in

the mesh may have its material parameters specif.ied
jndiv'idually.

3. Boundary conditions: ExternaÏ surface loading, kinemat.ic

(di spl acement) constra.i nts.



Ã. Ini ti al Stress State: Based on overburden

and lateral earth pressure coefficient or

forces.

Loadinq: Dead loads can be a combination of

surface tractions and concentrated nodal loads.

5.

9.3 SPECIAL CAPABILITIES

speci al features have to be added to the genera'l

visco-plast'ic model to simulate the long-term behavjour of stratified
and jo'inted rock over underground potash mines. The best way to

describe them is by outlining the program's specjal capabjljties.

I . Strati fi ed Model I i no :

12A

specific weight

based on body

v'isco-elastic material behaviour elements are embedded in

the model. Each element in the mesh may have its material

propertìes specified jndivjdual ly, thus perm.itting compìex

model s to be constructed, e. g. strati graphi c sequences ,

ofn

D'iscrete Discontinuity Modell'inq: specìar property elements

are embedded in the program to model exist'ing weakness planes.

Post-Fa'ilure Modellinq: Post-failure behaviour of intact

elements as wel I as a special property element may be

simulated including strain softening. Thus, growth of plastic

zone may be analyzed in the time domain.

Non-Associated Flow Rule: Plastic potential function i s

introduced for the special property elements to prevent

excess'ive dilatancy a'long existing dìscontinuities.

Mininq Sequence: Initial and subsequent excavations can

gravi ty I oads ,

2

3.

Elastic and/or v'isco-olastic/

4.

6



be simulated at user-specifjed times.

6. Backfi I I : El astic parameters of those elements representing

excavations may be changed during analysis at user-specjfied

times and is intended for modelì'ing backfill behav.iour.

Time step scheme: variable time step scheme.is formulated

to reduce long-term computational cost.

Triaxial strenqth criterion: Modified l4ohr failure cr.iterion
is embedded as the governìng failure cr.iterion for intact
rock in compression which is based on triaxial strenqth.

7.

X

9.4 ÈIATHEI.IATICAL BASIS

The finite element method is used by GEOVIS w'ith eight-noded

isoparametric quadrilateral elements. The formulation of continuum

mechanics problems invol ves the equations of equì f.ibrium and

compatìbiìity w'ith appropriate boundary and injtial condjtions. The

program uses the direct stiffness or displacement method. As ou¡jned
in Chapter 3, the potential energy for each element in the discretized

structure being analyzed js minimized, resu'lting in a system of
a1 gebrai c equations for each el ement i n terms of the nodal

displacements for the element and the applied forces actìng on the

element. Hatrix superposition of the resulting elemental stjffness
matrices and elemental load vectors y'ields a global system of govern.ing

equations for the entire structure be'ing analyzed. The resulting
set of linear algebraic equations is then modjfied to account for
the speci fied dì spl acement boundary condi tjons. For an el astic
analysis, the system of linear equations is solved directly for the

unknown nodal point disp'lacements using the process of Gaussian

130



el imination. The corresponding stresses and strains are

calculated for each element from the known displacements.

The solution of problems involving time-dependent deformat.ion

Ís accompì ished using initial strain method of solution. The

v'isco-plast'ic/creep strains are carcurated using a specified
const'itutive relation and corrective nodal forces are computed on

the basis of jnjtial strains. Re-solutjon provides the basis for
calculatìng the second-step strains and residual forces. The procedure

continues until convergence is obtained. The mathematical formulation
and solution of visco-plastic probìems is described in deta.il in
section 8.2. Fu'lìy expì'icit time integration scheme may be chosen

for all yie'ld criteria embedded in the model . Fu1'ly jmpl jcjt scheme

may be used for the Von l{ises failure criterion.
The length of the time-steps used in the sorution of

non-l inear visco-plastic/creep problems has a s.ignificant impact

on the accuracy of results. Increased accuracy results from a decrease

in the time-step since the incremental change in stress over the

time-step approaches zero. However, user should be aware of the

associ ated i ncrease i n computi ng costs . To make a cost effecti ve

time-dependent model, GE0VIS continually monitors visco_plastìc strains
and makes appropriate adjustments to the time-step length, while
st'i I I ma'intai n'ing an acceptab'le I evel of accuracy.

A material excavatÍon process is model led by changing the

relevant element material propert'ies to those of air.
The detailed mathematical formulation on which GEOVIS is

based i s descri bed i n chapters 3 and g. Those readers who are

interested in the specific solution strategy used in GEOVIS are advised

tll

t hen



to refer to those chapters.

9.5 OUTPUT

Gt0vIS generates r arge quanti ties of data. In the fi rst
segment of output' Gt0vls summarizes the input data used for run.

The user has considerabre control over how much will be printed as

output and may request output be printed after a user-specìf.ied nurnber

of time steos.

Gt0vIS prov'ides the x- and y-di spìacements and supporr

reactions. GEOVIS aìso outputs at each of the elemental Gauss points

the components of the stress tensor, the principal stresses, the.ir
angl e, as wel I as the val ue of effecti ve or equi val ent vi sco-pl asti c

strains for yjelded points. units for output are consistent with

the input and no units are provided in the output'lìstìng.

9.6 PROGRA!,| TESTIilG

1a^

The va1 ì di ty and correctness of the el asto-vi scopì asti c

analysis was corroborated by comparing results of Gt0vIS for a strip
footing problem with those produced by other methods.

Stri p Footi ng Examp'le

An eìasto-plastic ana'lysìs was performed of a horizontal

so'il surface subject to a unjform vertical stress, p, due to a flexible
strip footing. The soil mass js homogeneous (Fig.9.i). This problem

has already been ana'lysed by pande tzt1. The footing pressure cenrre

line settlement curve predicted by GEOVIS is shown and compares well

with their solutions (Fig.g.z). The Gauss point state plots, which

show the development of the p'lastìc zones as stresses ranging from



60 to 140 psi are applied,

solut'ions (F'igs. 9.3 to

attri buted to the errors

plotting and, possibly, the
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and also compares well with the reference

9. 6 ) . The s1 í ght di fferences can be

resu'l ting from the Gauss pì astic point

cho'ice of load 'increments.
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Figure 9.2 strip footing - Þ1ohr-coulomb load displacement curve
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Figure 9.3 Development
p=60pSI

1 aF

of plastic zones beneath strÍp footing

Figure 9.4 Development of plasticp=g0pSI

G.N. pande

GEOV IS

zones beneath strip footing



Figure 9.5 Development of pìastic zones beneathp = 100 pSI
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strip footing,

Figure 9.6 Development of p'lastjc zonesp = 120 pSI

G.N. Pande

GEOV IS

beneath strip footing,



10.1 INTRODUCTIOTI

CHAPTER

LO¡IG-TERT{ AIIALYSIS OF

The time-dependent model, GEOVIS, developed and described
'in Chapter 8 is used to jnvestigate the long-term stabiiity and induced

sei smìcity of the Dawson Bay Formation overlying underground potash

mi nes i n Saskatchewan .

IO.2 RESULTS AIID ANALYSIS

10

IIIDUCED SEISI'IICITY

extent of

Dawson Bay

(1)

stresses deve'lop jn the Dawson Bay Formatjon and thus the

the plastic reg'ions and sl ip alonq discontinu jt.ies in the

are dependent largely on three parameters:

The yield strength of limestone rock mass (B) (here expressed

as a percentage of the strength of intact rock determined

(2) The value of K (the ratio of horjzontal to vertical stresses

prìor to mining) in the Dawson Bay Formation.

(3) Time elapsed s'ince excavation.

The major role of these parameters ìs illustrated jn the series of

finite element anaìyses which follow.
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experimental ly j n the I aboratory) .

10.2.1 Case I

Fìgure 10.1 shows the p'lastic zones developed in the strata

above the deformable evaporite beds for the "best,'case - a combination

of full strength for the limestone rock mass (i.e. ins.itu strength

= 100% of intact rock strength) and hydrostatìc state of insjtu srress
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'i n both Dawson Bay and evapori te formations. As can be oDserved

from Fig. 10.1a there is a considerable region of s.lip aìong the

lower cohesionress jo'int as weil as some yielding in the weak second

Red Bed in immediate response to excavat.ion. Thus some seismicity
may be generated during the process of excavation by movement aìong
ex'istìng uncemented weakness plane in the neighbourhood of the
opení ngs. S1 i p a'long both jo'ints and general yi el di ng j n the Second

Red Bed expand with t'ime as the overiying strata deform in response

to convergence of the mine openi ngs ( fig. 10.1a ). However, stresses
generated in the Dawson Bay rimestone are not large enough to cause

failure in the formation even 20 years after excavation (Fig. 10.1c)
when the mine open.ings are almost closed (ftg. 10.2). As can be

observed from Fig. L0.2, at this stage froor heave accounts for armost
two-thirds of the total opening convergence. This model pred.ictjon
'is in general agreement with field measurements.

10.2. l. I Stress Diasrams

Fi gs. 10.3 to 10. s i r r ustrate pri nci paì stress di agrams

in the time domain for Case I.

excavation is shown Ín Fig. i0.3. The directions and magnitudes
of principal stresses are illustrated, compressive and tensile stresses
being pìotted differently, as shown. It may be recognized, stress
concentration arises around the corners of the rectangu.lar openÍngs

and jn the pillars as expected. An almost uniaxial state of stress
devel ops above and beneath the openi ngs. Howeverr âS far as the
Dawson Bay Formation is concerned, both principa.l stresses remaìn

The stress pìot for the condit'ion immediately after
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in compress'ion immedjately after excavatjon. Stresses rj se to the

jn-situ values at a relatively short d'istance away from the boundaries

of excavations.

ïhe stress p'lot four years after excavation is shown in

Fig. 10.4. As can be observed, stress concentration st.ill exists

around th^ corners of the openi ngs and i n the pi I I ars. An almost

uniaxial state of stress continues to exist above and beneath the

excavations. However, as far as stresses in the Dawson Bay Formatjon

are concerned, the values of the horizonta'l components of the prìncipal

stresses are substantiaì ìy reduced. Sìnce this confining component

increases the strength of limestone, a reductjon reduces the triaxial
strength of the formation, although the uniaxial strenqth remains

constant (Equation (4.6)).

The stress pì of twenty years after excavati on i s shown

i n Fj g. 10. 5. As can be observed , the hori zontal component of
pri nci pal stresses i n the Dawson Bay Formati on has moved from

compressÍon 'in Fig. 10.3 jnto tension for the Gauss points at the

lower parts of the formation and above the openings. Fajlure in.itiates

at points with highest tensile principal stress and lowest uniax.ial

strength in the Dawson Bay Formation. 0nce init'iated failure expands

rapidly to the other Gaussian inteqration points due to the britile
nature of limestone (rapid strajn softenÍng behaviour). stresses

away from the excavation boundaries are expectedly more disturbed

i n th'is case compared wi th Fi g. 10. 3.

10.2.2 Case II
Preliminary experimentar measurements t4] of in-situ stress
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suggest a K value much lower than one for the Dawson Bay Formation.
However' addit'ionar work is needed to verify this resurt. varues
as low as one-third have been estimated.

As weil, it is rearistic to assume that the yieìd strength
of the limestone rock mass 'is lower than that of intact rock core
(B*) jn the laboratory. values as low as one-quarter have been assumed

in other engineering studies t161. F.igs. i0.6a and 10.6b represenr
the worst combination of low horizontal stresses in the Dawson Bay

(r = 0.3) and low y'ieìd strength for limestone rock mass (g = 0.25
B*). A K value of unr'ty is assumed for the under'lying potash.

As can be observed for this worst situation, large areas
fajI in the Dawson Bay Iimestone jn jnrmedjate response to excavatìon
( Fi g' 10 ' 6a ) . Thus , sei smi c events of ì arge magni tude may be generated

during and immediateìy after excavat'ion by britile fa j lure of l imestone

0ver a short period of time. The fai lure zone in the second Red

Bed and sìip a'long discontinuities is the same as for case I (Fig.
10. ia ) . However, for the Dawson Bay Formati on there i s a s harp
reduction in its strength once the peak va'lue is exceeded and stresses
are redistributed to neighbourÍng areas. Thus, rapid progressive

failure is initiated in the Dawson Bay limestone with related
micro-seismic events (Fig. 10.1b).

10.2.3 Case III
In this case the strength of limestone rock mass Ís increaseo

to fifty percent of intact rock strength. Ar other parameters are
as jn Case I. As can be observed (Fig.10.6c), failure occurs jn
the short term in the I imestone and expands with time though at a
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slower rate than that of case II. Five years after excavat.ion a

'l arge area has yi e'lded as shown 'in Fì g. 10. 6d . sl í p a l ong the cemented

bedding pìane in the Dawson Bay Format.ion as well as joints is
extensi ve.

IO.?.4 Case IV

The horizontal princ'ipal stress is increased to fifty percenr

of the vertical principal stress jn the Dawson Bay while the l.imestone

rock mass strength remains at fifty percent of intact rock strength.
0n the basis of available data and evidence this case is considered
to be representative of the most likely condjtions jn the fl.eld. The

value of K remains un'ity for the under'ly.ing potash as in previous

cases. As can be observed (Fig. 10.7a) the immedjate response of
the overlying strata js very similar to that of case I (F.ig. 10.1a).

However, the failure zone in this case is initiated and expands with

time (Fì9.10.7b).

10.2.5 Case V

A hydrostatic state of insitu stress is assumed in the
Dawson Bay Formation while the limestone rock mass strength remains

at fi fty percent of i ntact strength. The i nmedi ate resDonse of
overlying strata (Fig. 10.7c) js the same as in the previous case.

However, the faì lure zone, once jnitiated, expands sìow]y in the
Dawson Bay (Fig. 10.7d). A much smailer area has yierded in this
case five years after excavation (compare Figs. 10.7b and i0.7d).
Thus the val ue of i nsi tu hori zontal stresses i n the Dawson Bay

Format'ion may be s'ing'red out as a ma jor f actor i n i nduci ng the pì asti c



zone in this formation and hence induced seismicity.

10.3

Ex'istìng non-l inear materiar models for soìving pract.ica.l

min'íng problems are few in number, especialìy in as far as modeìl.ing
of post-fa'iiure behaviour is concerned. In chapter g a rearistic
finite element model with s'ignìficant capabilitjes was specìfically
desìgned to simulate a comp'lex fabric of jointed and stratif.ied rock
usìng various elements (eìastic, special property joint, creeÞ and

vìsco-pìastic). The model is subsequent'ly used in this chapter to
'investigate the long-term probìem of induced seìsmicity in the Dawson

Bay Formati on and i ts t'ime-dependent response to potash m.inì ng

activity. Several values of limestone strength (B) and horizontal
t0 vertical insitu stress ratio (K) are examined in this chapter
and resulting yielded zone are plotted. By comparing the resul ts
shown in Figs.10.6b,10.6d and 10.7b it can be observed that the
final plastìc zone'is armost the same in the Dawson Bay Formation.

Changing the strength parameters and the value of K alters onìy the
time at which the final p'last.ic zone is achieved.

The fo1 ìowing concl usions with reference to the nature
of induced seismicity and associated failure mechanisms are drawn

from the analyses.

luÎ'f{trRY AND CoNCLUSlot{s

r+¿

10.3.1 Brittle Failure of Dawso4-_Egy Limstone

Dawson Bay r imestone can fai r in the short term more

especiaììy if the in-situ horizontal stresses are low in relation
t0 overburden stresses. The fa'irure zone expands rapidry with time
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owing to the brjttle nature of the material. Even for h.igher

horizontal stresses (K = 0.5) signifjcant areas yjeld jn the Dawson

Bay l'imestone within a perìod of several years fo1'lowing excavation.

This type of failure is rapid and explosive due to a sharp reduct'ion

in strength after the peak strength 'is exceeded. Thus britile fa'ilure

of Dawson Bay limestone may be singled out as the most probable cause

of induced sejsm'icjty recorded above potash mines jn saskatchewan.

10.3.2 Slip Alono Existinq Discontinuities

Uncemented, cohes'ionl ess pl anes of weakness model I ed i n

the in¡nediate vicin'ity of excavatjons (e.g. Red Bed interfaces with

salt and Dawson Bay) local'ly exceed their shear strengths and slip.
These zones of s1ì p al so expand w'ith time. Cemented bedd'ing pl anes

fail only in the long-term. Movement aìong new fractures and slip

of existìng planes of weakness may be cons'idered as another source

of induced seism'ic'ity.

The weak Second Red Bed fai I s i n the short term and the

fajlure zone expands with time. However, this is not bel'ieved to

be a source of seism'icity because of the primarily non-brittle

characteristic of most of the Second Red Bed.

Finally, it may be concluded that the failure mechanism

associ ated wi th i nduced earthquakes may i nvol ve bri ttl e fracture

of the carbonate I ì mestone formati on as wel I as sl 'i p aì ong exì st'ing

di sconti nu'it'ies and sl i p aì ong new f ractures i n the overl y'ing strata.

IO.4 BACKFILL PI.ACEMENT

F'igs.

worst condi ti on

10.8a and 10.8b

(KO = 0.3 and B

illustrate the yielded zone for

= 0.25 B*) wi th sal t backfj I I .

the

The



backfill is assumed to be placed soon after excavation.

The elastic parameters of this fill increase with progressive

c0nvergence of the openìngs, i.e. with time. This non-l inear property

of compressible backfills, such as pneumatically placed salt waste,
js illustrated in Figure 10.8c. The values shown are based on best
judgement and are not test resulrs.

As can be observed, a rel at.i,rely smal I area i n the Dawson

Bay has yielded 4 months after the excavation. However, comparing

Figs. 10.6b (without backfjll ) and 10.8a (with backfjll ) indicates
that the yielded zone is less extensive for the latter case w.ith

backfill 'in pìace. Fig. 10.gb shows the yierded zone 3 years after
excavation. Comparing Fìgs. 10.ga and i0.gb, jt may be concluded

that p'lacement of backfill markedly decelerates the rate of expansion

of the y'ielded zone in the Dawson Bay Formation and hence may be

regarded as a means of prevention or amelioration of induced seismjcity
in potash mjnes 'in Saskatchewan.

r44
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APPEI{DIX I



The shape functions for the quadratic rectangu.rar
isoparamet.ic erements used in both moders are defined in terms of
the normalized coordjnates U and q as follows:

QUADRATTC rsopARAr,tETRIC SHAPE FUr{CTI0ils

Ni = (1 + qgj) (1 +nni) (ee' *nni - r)/4 , i = 1,3,5,7

Ni =(t-J)0+nnr)/Z

Ni = (1 + Egi) (t - rz)/z
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, i = 2,6

, i = 4,8
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CARD

CARD

i

¿

NAl,lE

T ITLE

NPOIN

NELEM

NVF TX

NTYPT

FIELD DESCRiPTION

Title of the problem.

Total number of nodal points.

Total number of elements.

Total number of restrained nodes.

Type of geometric model used:

1 = plane stress
2 = plane straìn
3 = axi symmetri c

Number of nodes per element.

Total number of different materials.

0rder of integration for numerical
ì ntegrati on

2 = two point Gauss quadrature
rul e

3 = three point Gauss quadrature
rul e

Equation solver parameter

1 = initial stiffness method
2 = tangential stiffness method

Yjeld crjteria parameter

1 = Tresca
2 = Von Mi ses
3 = Mohr-Coulomb
4 = Druker-Prager
5 = Modified I'lohr - no tension

Number of increments in which
tota 1 I oad'i ng i s to be appl i ed .

Number of stress components at a
poi nt

3 = pl ane stress or pl ane straìn
4 = axial symmetry

Element number.

NNODT

NMATS

NGAUS
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NALGO

NCRIT

NINCS

NSTRE

CARD 3 N UI4E L



NAME

llATN0(NUI'IEL )

LNODS(NUMEL,1)

LN0DS(NUMEL,8)

tLEt'tN0 (NUMtL )

CARD 4

FIELD DESCRIPTION

Material property number.

1st nodal connection number
2nd nodal connection number.

8th nodal connect.ion number.

Element type parameter

0 = elasto-plastic element ofsolid intact rock value of
NCRIT on CARD Z determines
the yield criterjon.

1 = joint elemenr.

Node number of node beino
descri bed.

Notes :

IPOIN

C00RD(IP0IN,l) x (or R) coordinate of node

C00RD(IPOIN,2) y (or z) coordinate of node.

1 - There must be one CARD for each node in the mesh, sothere are NpOlN occurrences in tot;i oi ðÄno q.

2 - The coordinate of the híghest numbered node must beinputed last.
CARD 5

rol

N0Frx(rvFrx)

i FPRE

Note:

CARD 6

PRESC( IVFIX, 1 )

PRESC( IVFIX,2)

Restrained node number.

Co de describing movement restrains
on node

10 no movement in x (or R)
direction

01 no movement in y (or z)
direction

11 no movement in either of
above di rections.

Value of prescrjbed displacement,x (or R)

Value of prescr.ibed djspìacement,y (or z).'
CARD

mesh,

NUMAT

5 must appear once for each restrained node in theso (NVFIX of CARD 1) occurr.ñið, of it rnuit äpp.ur.

Material identification number.



CARD 7

NA¡4T

PR0PS(NUMAT,1)

PR0PS(NUMAT,2)

PROPS(NUMAT,3)

PROPS(NUMAT,4)

PROPS (NUI{AT,5 )

EIELD DESCRIPTION

Elastic modulus, E.

Poisson's ratio, V.

PROPS ( NUMAT,6 )

PROPS ( NUMAT,7 )

l,'laterial thickness, t (zero for
plane strain and axìsymmetrìc
probl ems ) .

l4ass dens'ity, p.

a: uniaxial yie'ld stresS, o,,
b: cohesion for Mohr-CoulomÉ or^

Drucker-Prager materi al s.

Strain hardenjng parameter, H, .

Frict'ion_ angle q in degrees for
l4ohr-Coulomb and Drucker praqer
and modified Mohr criteria.
Tensiìe strength of material.

Yield stress, ov, for modified
l4ohr faÍ I ure cri teri on.

Peak y'ield strength for modified
Mohr yield criterion.

Strain softening parameter, S',for modified l.1ohr yield cr.iter.ion.

Residuaì angle of frjction for
modified Mohr failu¡s cr.iter.ion
and joints.

Residual cohesion for modified
Mohr yield criterion and joints.

Post-peak steady-state strenqth
for modified l4ohr yield critãrion
and joints.

PROPS ( NUMAT,8 )

PROPS(NUMAT,9)

PR0PS ( NUMAT, 10 )

PROPS (NUI4AT, 11 )

PROPS(NUMAT,12)

1a^ro¿

Note:

PROPS(NUMAT,13)

PRoPS ( NUMAT, 14 )

CARD

CARD

8

9

If there are more than one material type in the prob'lem,
go back to CARD 6, and repeat CARDS 6-änd 7 for secondmaterial, and so on, for as many materials as required.

TI TLE

I PLOD

Title of load case.

Appl i ed po'int I oad control
parameter



NAME

I GRAV

I EDGE

LIELD DrscRrPTr0N

0 = no appìied nodal loads
1 = wj th appì j ed noda I I oads .

Gravity loading control parameter

0 = no gravi ty I oad
1 = with gravity load.

DistrÍbuted edge ìoad control
parameter

0 = no distributed edqe load
1 = wi th di str j buted ðdge 'load.

In'itial stress loading control
parameter

0 = no initial stress load
1 = with initial stress load.

Node number.

Load component in x (or R)
direction.

CARD 10

I STRS

LODPT

P0rNT( 1)

P0rNT(2)

Notes:

r. oJ

CARD 11

1. The last caro
node whether

2. If IPLOD = 0

ÏHETA

Note:

CARD i2

GRAVY

If IGRAV = 0 in CARD

NEDGE

CARD 13

should be that for the highest numberedit is loaded or not

in CARD 9, skip this CARD.

Load component in
direct'ion.

NEASS

NOPRS ( 1 )

NOPRs( 2)

NOPRS ( 3 )

Angle of gravity axis measured
from the positive y axis.

Gravi ty constant.

9, skip this CARD.

Number of element edges on which
distributed loads are to be
appì ì ed.

The element number with which the
el ement edge i s associ ated.

List of nodal points, in an
ant'icl ockwi se sequencê , of
the nodes forming the element
face on which the
di stri buted I oad acts.

y (or z)



CARD 14

NAME

PRESS(1,1)

PRrSS( i,2)

PRESS(2,1)

PRESS (2,2)

PRESS(3,1)

PRTSS (3,2)

FiTLD DESCRIPTION

Value of normal component of dÍs-
tri buted I oad at node NOpRS( 1 ) .

Value of tangentiaì component of
di stri buted I oad at node N0pRS( 1 ) .

Value of normal component of dis_
tributed load at node N0pRS(Z).

Value of tangentìal component of
di stri buted I oad at node NOpRS( 2) .

Value of normal component of dis-
tributed load at node NOpRS(3).

Value of tangential component of
di strj buted I oad at node NOpRS ( 3 ) .

must be repeated in turn for every
which a distributed Ioad acts.

CARD 9, skip this CARD.

Number of layers for different
initial stress specìfication.

Overburden stress applied to the
top of the model (compressjve
stress is negative).

Top e'levation of this layer.

Bottom elevation of this layer.

Average density of the mesh.

In plane horizontal stress
coeffi c i ent.

2, then ìnput CARD 16 and skip CARD
then skip CARD 16 and input CARD 17.

Top elevation of th'is layer.

Bottom elevation of this layer.

Average densjty of the mesh.

In pìane horjzontal stress
coefficient.

Notes:

CARD 15

1. CARDS 13 and 14
element edge on

2. If ITDGE = 0 in

NLAYS

OBSTR

CARD 16 YYTOP

YYBOT

AVDIN

X LESX

Note:

CARD 17

If NTYPE = 1 on CARD
17, but if NTYPE > 1

YYTOP

YYBOT

AVDEN

XLESX



Note:

CARD 18

NAME

XLESZ Out of pìane hor.izontal srress
coeffic'ient.

Either CARD 16 or CARD 17, not both, js to occur NLAYS(of CARD 15) t'imes.

CARD 19

NEREM

NE PIX

FIILD DESCRIPTION

CARD 20

LEREM( 1 )

LEREM( NEPEM)

LE PTX

N0EXS ( 1 )

Number of elements removed.

Number of elements on the exca-
vated (f ree ) surf ace , go.ing al 1

round it.
Element number of first removed
e I ement .

tlement number of NERTM-th
removal.

i65

CARD 21 PNORH( 1 )

PSHER( 1 )

Element number of an element on
the free excavated surface.

These are the nodal point
numbers of three nodes of LEptX
that are on the excavated surface.
They must occur on thjs CARD jn aparticular order, going around
element IEPEX counter-ðlockw.i se.

Normal stress on excavated sur-
face at node NOEXS(1).

Shear stress on excavated surface
at node NOEXS( 1 ) .

Same as above for NOEXS(2).

Same as above for N0EXS(2).

Same as above for NOEXS(3).

Same as above for NOEXS(3).

21 must occur a total of NEpEX
elements on the excavated surface.

Applied load factor for thjs
i ncrement.

Convergence tolerance factor.

PNoRH( 2 )

PSHER( 2)

PN0RM( 3 )

PSHE R( 3 )

ïhe CARD pair 20 and
times to describe alI

FACTO

TOLE R

Note:

CARD 22



NAMI

MITER Maximum number of .iterations
a I I owed for the I oad i ncrement.

N0UTP(l) parameter controlling output ofresults after 1st iteration.

0 = no outout
1 = output displacement
2 = output dìspìacements and

reactions
3 = output dispìacements,

reacti ons , stresses.

NOUTP(2) parameter controlì.ing output of
the converged resulti.

0 = no output
1 = output dÍsplacements
2 = output disp'lacement and

reacti ons
3 = output displacement,

reactions and stresses.

FITLD DESCRiPTION

1a.roo
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CARD

CA RD

1

¿

NAHE

TI TLE

NPOIN

NE LEM

NVFTX

NTYP E

FIELD DESCRIPTION

ïitle of the problem.

Total number of noda'l points.

Total number of elements.

Total number of restrained nodes.

Type of geometric model used:

1 = plane stress
2 = olane strain
3 = axisyrnmetric

Number of nocles per element.

Total number of different materials.

Order of integration for numerical
inteqration

2 = two point Gauss quadrature
rul e

3 = three point Gauss quadrature
rule

Equation solver parameter

1 = explicit time stepping scheme
2 = ìmplicit time stepp.ing scheme.

Yield cri terion parameter

I = Tresca
2 = Von Mises
3 = llohr-Coulomb
4 = Drucker-Prager
5 = Modified Mohr - no tens.ion.

Number of increments in which
tota I I oadi nq i s to be app'l i ed .

Number of stress components at a
Doi nt

3 = plane stress or plane strain
4 = axial symmetry.

Element number.

l4aterial property number.

NNODE

NI4ATS

NGAUS

roö

NALGO

NCRIT

NINCS

NSTRE

CARD 3 NUMEL

MATNO( NUMEL )



NAI.lE

LNODS( NUMEL, l )

LNODS ( NUMEL ,2 )

LN0DS ( NUME L ,8 )

ILEMNO(NU¡rTL )

FIELD DESCRIPTION

1st nodal connection number.

2nd nodal connection number.

8th nodal connection number.

Element type parameter

-1 = metal'ic element (combjned
Tresca-no tension yield
cri terj on )

0 = vi sco-pl astic sol id jntact
rock element value of NCRIT
on CARD Z determines the
yi e1 d cr.i teri on

1 = joint element
2 = time power law salt element
3 = exponentiaì power law salt

element
4 = triax'ial power law salt

el ement

CARD 4

i69

5 = Von Mises metalic creep ìaw6 = linear elastic elemenr.

IP0IN Node number of node beinq
descri bed.

C00RD( IPOIN,1) x (or R) coord.inate of node

c00RD(IP0IN,2) y (or z) coordinate of node.

1 - There must be one CARD for each node in the mesn, sothere are Np0lN occurrences in total oi CÀnO +.

2 - The coordinates of the hiqhest numbered node mustbe inputed last

Notes:

CARD 5 NOFrx( rvFrx )

I FPRE

PRTSC( IVFIX, l )

Restrained node number.

Code describìng movement restrains
on node

10 = no movement .in x (or R)
direction

01 = no movement jn y ( or z)
di rect'ion

11 = no movement .in ei ther of
above di recti ons .

Val ue of prescri bed di spl acement,x (or R)



PRESC( iVFIX,2 ) Val ue of prescrì bed d.i spì acement,
Y (or z).

Note: CARD s must appear once for each restrained node in themesh, so (NVFIX of CARD 1) occurrences of it must appear.

CARD 6 NUtlAT Material jdentjficatjon number.

CARD 7 pROps(NUMAT,l) Elastic modulus, t.
pROpS(NUMAT,Z) poisson,s rat.ior V.

pR0pS(NUMAT,3) Material th.ickness, t (zero for
plane strain and axisynmetric
problems).

PR0PS(NUMAT,4) Mass density, p.

PROPS(NUMAT,5) a: uniax.iaì yield stress, o
b: cohesion for Hohr-Coulomt ol^

Drucker-Prager materi al s.

PROPS(NUMAT,6) a: strain hardening parameter, H,
b: or creep constant 'lead.ing

coefficient for salt elements
obeying exponential power law.

PR0PS(NUMAT,7) a: friction angle o jn desrees for
Mohr-Coulomb and Drucker-praqer
and modified Mohr criteria
on 1y

b: or power applìed to stress for
salt elements obeyìng expon-
ential power ìaw.

PR0PS(NUMAT,8) a: fluìdity parameter, y for
vi sco-pl asti c elements

b: or creep constant, A, for
sal t el ements obeyi ng t.ime
power law

c: or creep parameter, êr, for
salt elements obeying expon-
ential power law.

PR0PS(NUMAT,9) a: constants M or N for y.ield
equati on

b: or creep constant, B, for salt
elements obeyìng exponential
power law

c: or power applìed to stress for
sal t el ements obey'ing t'ime
oower law.

NAME FIELD DESCRIPTION

170



NAME

PROPS ( NUMAT, 10 )

PR0PS(NUMAT,11)

PRoPS ( NU¡'IAT, 12 )

PROPS(NUMAT,13)

PR0PS(NUMAT, i4)

PROPS(NUMAT,i5)

FIELD DESCRiPTION

a: parameter controlling choice offlow function
b: or constant e* for salt eJements

obeying exponential power ìawc: or the power on tjme for salt
elements obeyinq time power ìaw.

Tens'iìe strength of materjal.

Residual cohesion for modified
Mohr yie'ld criterion and joints.

Yield stress s a,,; for modified
Mohr fai I ure cr{terion.

Peak yield strength for modifiec
l4ohr yi el d cr j tei j on

a: post-peak steady state strenqthfor modified Mohr yield
cri teri on

b: post-peak steady state strengthfor joints.

Strain softening parameter, S, ,for modified Mohr yield criteríon.
Residuaì angìe of frjction for
modif ied Mohr fai I ure cr.iterion
and joi nts .

I7T

Note:

PROPS ( NUMAT, 16 )

PROPS ( NUMAT, 17 )

CARD

CARD

8

9

If there are more than one materiar type .in the probìem,go back to CARD 6, anq repeat CARDS 6'ånd t i;; !..onomaterial, and so on, for aS many materjals as required.
TITLI

I PLOD

I GRAV

Title of load case.

I EDGE

App'lied point load control
parameter

0 = no applied nodal loads
1 = wi th app'l j ed noda I I oads .

Gravity loading controì parameter

0 = no gravity load
1 = with gravity load.

Djstributed edge load control
parameter



NAMI

CARD 10

I STRS

LODPT

P0rNT(1)

P0rNT( 2)

FIELD DESCRIPTION

Notes :

0 = no distributed edge load
1 = wjth distributed edge load.

Initial stress loadinq control
pa ramete r

0 = no initial stress load
I = with initial stress load.

Node number.

Load component in x (or R)
di recti on.

Load component in y (or z)
di recti on.

CARD 11

1. The last card should be that for the hiqhest numbered
node whether it is loaded or not

2. If IPLOD = 0 in CARD 9, skip this CARD.

Note:

CARD 12

172

lnE tA

GRAVY

If IGRAV

NIDGE

CARD 13

Gravi ty constant.

= 0 in CARD 9, skjp this CARD.

Number of element
distributed loads
app'l i ed .

NEASS

NoPRS( 1 )

NOPRs( 2 )

NoPRS ( 3 )

PRESS(1,1)

PRESS (r,2)

PRESS(2,1)

Angìe of gravity axìs measured
from the positive y axis.

CARD 14

The element number with which the
el ement edge 'is associ ated.

List of nodal points, in an
ant'icl ockwi se sequence , of
the nodes forming the element
face on which the
di stri buted I oad acts.

Value of normal component of
distributed load at node N0PRS(1).

Value of tangential component of
d'istri buted I oad at node N0PRS(1) .

Value of normal component of dis-
tri buted I oad at node NOPRS ( Z ) .

edges on which
are to be



NAMI

PRESS (2,2)

PRESS(3,1)

PRESS(3,2)

Notes:

CARD 15

1. CARDS 13 and
e'l ement edge

2. If IEDGE = 0

NUMEX

FITLD DESCRIPTION

Value of tangential component of
d i strj buted I oad at node NOpRS ( Z ) .

Val ue of norma'l component of di s_trj buted I oad at node N0pRS ( 3 ) .

Value of tangential component of
di stri buted I oad at node N0pRS( 3) .

must be repeated jn turn for everv
which a distributed load acts.

CARD 9, skip this CARD.

Excavation control parameter

0 = no excavation
1 = with excavation.

Time of fi rst excavation/backfi I I .

Time of second excavation/
backfi I I .

Time of third excavation/backfill .

Time of fourth excavation/
backfi I I .

Time of fifth excavation/backfil l.
Time of si xth excavation/backfi I I .

Backfi I I control parameter at

T4
on

in

TIME 1

TIME2

TIME3

TIME4

Til'lE5

TIME6

I BACKl

173

I BAC K2

i BACK3

I BAC K4

I BACK5

i BACK6

Note:

time = TIME1

0 = no backfi I I
1 = with backfill.

Same as above at t.ime =

Same as above at time =

Same as above at time =

Same as above at time =

Same as above at time =

is zero, enter zero for the
CARD.

If NUMTX on CARD 15
parameters on this

TIME2.

TIME3.

TIME4.

TIME5.

TIME6.

remaining



CARD 16

NAME

CARD 17

NLAYS

OBSTR

Number of layers for differentjnitial stress specification.

Overburden stress applìed to the
top of the model (compressive
stress is negat'ive).

Top elevation of thjs layer.

Bottom elevation of thjs layer.

Average dens'ity of the mesh.

In p'lane hori zontal stress
coefficient.

1 on CARD 2, then input CARD 17 and skjp CARD
NTYPE ) 1, then skip CARD 17 and input CARD 19.

YYTOP

YYBOT

AVDEN

X LESX

If NTYPT =
18, but i f
YYTOP

YYBOT

AVDEN

XLT SX

XLE SZ

Note:

CARD 18

FIELD DESCRIPTION

't1^

Note:

CARD 19

Top e'levation of this layer.

Bottom elevation of this layer.

Average densjty of the mesh.

In plane horizontal stress
coeffi ci ent.

Out of plane horjzontal stress
coeffi c i ent.

18, not both, js to occur NLAYS

Number of elements removed.

Number of elements on the exca-
vated (free) surface: goìng a'll
round it.
Same as CARD 7, only enter the
propert'ies of backfi I I at time
= TIME1.

Either CARD 17 or CARD
(of CARD 16) tÍmes.

NEREM

NEPEX

CARD 20

CARD 21

PROPBK( NMAT, 1 )

.

PROPBK( NMAT, 17 )

LEREM( 1 )

LrREM(NEREt4)

Element number of first removed
el ement.

Element number of NEREM-th
removal.



CARD 22

NAME

LE PEX

N0EXS ( 1 )

N0Exs ( 2 )

N0EXS ( 3 )

PNORM( 1 )

PSHER( 1 )

PNoRM( 2 )

PSHER( 2 )

PNORM( 3 )

PSHER( 3 )

1. The CARD
times to
surface.

2. If NUMEX

TIMEX

TAUFT

DTI NT

CARD 23

FIELD DISCRIPTION

Element number of an element on
the free excavated surface.

These are the noda I po'int
numbers of three nodes of LEptX
that are on the excavated surface.
They must occur on this CARD in a
partÍcular order, going around
element IEPEX counter-clockwi se.

Normal stress on excavated sur-
face at node NOEXS(t).

Shear stress on excavated surface
at node NOEXS( 1 ) .

Same as above for NOEXS(2).

Notes :

175

CARD 24

pair 22 and 23 must occur a total of NEpEX
describe all elements on the excavated

on CARD 15 is zeyo, skip CARDS 19 to 23.

T'ime stepping algorithm parameter.

The factor, t êtrployed to l.imit
the tjme step length.

The initial time step'length to
initiate the time stepping
process.

The factor K.

Applìed load factor for this
i nc rement .

Convergence tolerance factor.

Maximum number of time steps
allowed for the load increment.

Same as above for NOEXS(3).

CARD 25

FTI ME

FACTO

TOLIR

M ITER



NAME

NOUTP ( 1 )

FIELD DESCRIPTiON

N0urP( 2)

Parameter controlling output of
results after 1st time steo

Note:

0-
I-

2-

CARD 26

no output
output di sp1 acement
output displacements and
reacti ons

3 = output d'ispl acements , drìd
reactions and stresses.

Parameter controlling output of
converged or final results.

If control parameters
excavat'i onlbac kfj I I ),
i nput.

NEREH2

NEP EX2

176

CARD 27

0
1

2

f

no outout
output di spl acements
output displacements and
reacti ons

= output d'isp'lacement and
reactions and stresses.

PROPB2(NMAT,1)

on CARD 15 are zero (no further
CARD 25 is the last card in the

Number of elements removed or
backfilled at time = TIME2.

Number of elements on the
excavated or backfìlled surface
going a'l'l around 'it.

Elastic modulus, Eu, for ajr/
backfill material ät time =
TI ME2.

Poi sson's ratio, vb, for backfi I I
material at time = TIME2.

Material thickness, t (zero for
plain strain and axisymmetric).

l4ass density, p6, for backfill
material at time = TIME2.

Enter smal I val ues ( 0. 1 ) for these
data as strength and failure
characteri sti cs of ai r/backfi I I
elements is not of
i nterest.

PROPB2( NMAT,2 )

PROP82( NMAT,3 )

PROP82 ( NMAT ,4 )

PROPBz( NMAT,5 )

PROPBz( NMAT, 17 )



CARD 28 LEREM2(l) Element number of first removeo or
backfilled.

LEREM2(NEREM2) flement number of NEREM2-th
remova I or bac kfi I I ed .

CARD 29 LEPEX2 Element number of an element on
the free excavated or backfill
surface.

N0EXS2(1) These are the nodal ooint numbers
of the three nodes of LEPEX2N0EXS2(2) that are on the excavated or back-
fi I I ed surfaces. They must occurN0EXS3(3) on th'is CARD in a particular order,
goìng around element IEPEX counter-
clockwise.

CARD 30 PN0RM2(1) Normal stress on excavated
surface at node NOEXS2.

PSHERZ(I) Shear stress on excavated surface
at node NOEXS2.

PN0RM2(2) Same as above at node N0EXSZ(Z).

PSHER2(2) Same as above for NOEXSZ(Z).

PN0RM2(3) Same as above for N0EXS2(3).

PSHER2(3) Same as above for N0EXSZ(3).

Notes: 1. The CARD pair 29 and 30 must occur a total of NEpEX2
times to describe all elements on the excavated
surface.

2. If TIME2 on CARD 15 is zero, skip CARDS 26 to 31.

CARD 31 NEREM3 Same as CARD 26. If new excava-
tion/backfill occurring at time

NEPEX3 = TII4E3, enter new data.

CARD 32 PR0PB3(NMAT,1) Same as CARD 27, onty updated
backfill propertìes or excavation

PR0PB3(NMAT,17) air properties has to be entered.

Note: If IBACK3 = 0, skip CARD 32.

CARD 33 LEREM3(1) Same as CARD 28, only jf nerv
excavati onlbac kfi I I occurri ng at

LEREM3(NEREM3) time = TIME3, enter new data.

NA14E FIELD DESCRIPTION
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CARD 34

NAI,IE

LEPEX3 Same as CARD 29, if new

N0EXS3( 1 ) excavati onlbac kfi I I occurri nq

N0EXS3(2) at time = TIME3,

NOEXS3( 3 ) enter new data .

PNORM3( 1 )

PSHER3( 1 )

PN0RM3(2) Same as CARD 30 if new

PSHER3(2) excavation occurring at
PN0RI43(3) time = TIME3, êrter
PSHER3(3) new data.

1. The OARDS 34 and 3s must occur a totar of NEpEX3
times to describe ail erements on the excavated
surface.

2. If TIME3 in CARD 15 is zero, skip CARDS 26 to 31.

NEREM4 Same as CARD 31

NEPEX4 for time = TIME4.

PR0PB4(NMAT,1) Same as CARD 32

PR0PB4(NMAT,17) for time = TIME .

If IBACK4 on CARD ib is zero, skip CARD 37.

LEREM4(1) Same as CARD 33

LEREM4(NEREM4) for time = TIME4.

LEPEX 4

N0EXS4(1) Same as CARD 34

N0EXS4(2) for time = TI¡E4.

NOEX54( 3 )

CARD 35

IITID DESCRIPTION

Notes:

CARD 36
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CARD 37

Note:

CARD 38

CARD 39



CARD 40

NAME

PNORM4( 1 )

PSHER4( 1 )

PN0RI'î4(2) Same as CARD 35

PSHER4(2) for time - TIHE4.

PNORM4( 3 )

PSHER4( 3 )

1. The CARD pair 39 and 40 must occur a total of NEPEX4

times to describe all elements on the excavated
surface.

2. If TIME4 on CARD 15 is zero, skip CARDS 36 to 40.

NEREM5 Same as CARD 31

NEPEX5 for time = TIME5.

PR0PB5(NI4AT,1) Same as CARD 32

PROPB5(NMAT,17) for time = TII'îE5.

If IBACKS on CARD 15 is zero, skip CARD 42.

LEREM5(l) Same as CARD 33

LEREM5(NEREMS) for time = TIME5.

Notes:

FIILD DESCRIPTION

CARD 4i

CARD 42

Note:

CARD 43
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CARD 44 LE PEX 5

NOEX55(1)

NoEXS5( 2 )

NoEX55( 3 )

PN0RMS( I )

PSHERs( 1 )

PNORM5( 2)

PSHERs ( 2 )

PNORMs( 3)

PSHER5( 3)

CARD 45

Same as CARD 34

for time = TIMES.

Same as CARD 35

for time = TIME5.



Notes: 1. The CARD pa'ir 44 and 45 must occur a total of NEpEXS
times to describe all elements on the excavateo
surface.

2. If rIME5 on CARD 15 is zero, skip CARDS 41 to 45.

CARD 46 NEREM6 Same as CARD 31 for
NtPtX6 time = TI¡{E6.

CARD 47 PR0PB6(NMAT,1) Same as CARD 32

PR0PB6(NMAT,17) for time = TIME6.

Note: If IBACK6 on CARD 15 is zero, skip CARD 47.

CARD 48 LEREM6(1) Same as CARD 33

LEREM6(NEREM6) tor time = TIME6.

CARD 49 LEPEX6

N0EXS6(1) Same as CARD 34

N0EXS6(2) for tjme = TIME6.

NoEX56( 3)

CARD 50 PN0RM6( 1)

PSHER6 ( 1 )

pNoRH6(2) Same as CARD 35

PSHER6(2) for time = TII{g6.

PN0RM6( 3 )

PSHER6( 3)

Notes: 1. The CARD pair 49 and 50 must occur a total of NtpEX6
times to describe all elements on the excavated
surface.

2. If TIME6 on CARD 15 is zero, skip CARDS 46 to 50.

NAME FIELD DESCRIPTION
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TND OF INPUT DATA


